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In order to increase their efﬁciency and power-density, turbomachines are continuously
pushed to run faster, and hotter rotors. These requirements create enormous engineering
challenges that affect the design of turbomachines down to the component level. Among
these challenges is the choice of an adequate bearing technology. Gas lubricated foil bearings
showed competency to support several high-speed turbomachinery applications.
The foil bearing performance is governed by the properties of the gas ﬁlm and the underly-
ing compliant structure. A signiﬁcant amount of research is dedicated to analyze the latter.
However, the gas ﬁlm was addressed only once in the experimental research efforts on foil
bearings extending from the 1960s. This gap in the literature is due to the complexity of the
foil bearing structure that hinders the placement of sensors through the bearing surface. As a
consequence, the pressure proﬁle inside the gas ﬁlm of compliant foil journal bearings were
never measured. The lack of such experimental data is hampering the conclusive validation of
foil bearing models using pressure as the fundamental variable.
Subsynchronous vibrations are a key issue in the foil bearing technology, which can be the
limiting factor on the rotational speed of a turbomachine. These vibrations limit the long life
of the foil bearing, and can also destroy the rotor and the bearings. This problem is delaying
the complete exploitation of the foil bearing potentials as an enabling technology for high-
speed turbomachinery. The complete exploitation of the technology entails running heavier,
faster, and hotter rotors, which requires pushing the boundaries of the foil bearing technology
beyond the status-quo.
The goal of this thesis is to provide pressure proﬁle measurements within the gas ﬁlm of com-
pliant foil journal bearings at different rotational speeds. The experimental data will be a step
towards the validation of foil bearing models using gas ﬁlm measurements. An instrumented
rotor with embedded pressure probes and a wireless telemetry is used to execute that mission.
The designed rotor is capable of measuring the pressure proﬁle at two different axial planes
inside the bearing.
The developed embedded pressure probes consisted of pressure transducers, and pneumatic
channels to connect them to the measurement point on the surface of the rotor. Such layout
required a special calibration procedure in order to account for the dynamics of the pneumatic
iii
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channel that inﬂuences the pressure signal. A Siren Disk was designed and manufactured to
produce periodic pressure signals with a controlled frequency and amplitude. Such signal was
used to excite the pressure probes, and consequently identity their transfer functions, which
are used to correct the pressure signals afterwards.
As a proof of concept, the instrumented rotor was tested on externally pressurized gas journal
bearings up to a speed of 37.5 krpm. The test bearings were equipped with pressure taps to
measure the spatially sampled pressure proﬁles from the bearing side. The two measurements
were compared and were in good agreement at quasi-static conditions. The bearing side
measurement was considered as a reference signal (input), and once compared to the rotor
side measurement (output), an in-situ calibration and system identiﬁcation is performed. The
pressure measurements were used to validate an externally pressurized bearing model based
on the compressible Reynolds equation at different rotational speeds and supply pressures.
The developed transfer function was subjected to several ﬁtness tests before placing the
instrumented rotor on foil bearings and measuring the pressure proﬁles at different rotational
speeds. The developed transfer functions were used to correct the measured signal within
the gas ﬁlm of the foil bearing. Finally, the pressure proﬁles were compared to a foil bearing
model based on the compressible Reynolds equation.
Key words: Gas Bearing, Foil Bearing, Pressure Measurement, Model Validation, Benchmark
Data, Foil Bearing Manufacturing, System Identiﬁcation.
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Résumé
Aﬁn d’accroître leur efﬁcacité et leur densité de puissance, les turbomachines sont continuel-
lement poussées à fonctionner plus rapidement avec des rotors plus chauds. Ces exigences
créent d’énormes déﬁs techniques qui affectent la conception des turbomachines jusqu’au
niveau des composants. Parmi ces déﬁs, il y a le choix d’une technologie de palier adéquate.
Les paliers aérodynamiques ont démontré leur compatibilité avec plusieurs applications de
turbomachines à grande vitesse.
La performance du palier aérodynamique à feuille dépend des propriétés du ﬁlm de gaz et
de sa structure ﬂexible sous-jacente. Une quantité importante de recherches est consacrée à
l’analyse de cette dernière. Cependant, le ﬁlm de gaz n’a été étudié qu’une seule fois lors des
travaux de recherche expérimentale sur les paliers à feuilles des années 1960. Cette lacune
dans la littérature est due à la complexité de la structure du palier qui empêche le position-
nement des capteurs à travers sa surface. En conséquence, le proﬁl de pression à l’intérieur
du ﬁlm de gaz des paliers lisses en feuilles souples n’a jamais été mesuré. L’absence de telles
données expérimentales bloque la validation déﬁnitive des modèles de palier utilisant la
pression comme variable fondamentale.
Les vibrations sous-synchrones sont un élément clé de la technologie des paliers à feuilles,
qui peut être le facteur limitant de la vitesse de rotation d’une turbomachine. Ces vibrations
limitent la longévité du palier à feuilles et peuvent également détruire le rotor et les paliers. Ce
problème entrave l’exploitation complète du potentiel d’utilisation des paliers à feuilles pour
les turbomachines à grande vitesse. L’exploitation complète de la technologie implique de
faire tourner des rotors plus lourds, plus rapides et plus chauds, ce qui nécessite de repousser
les limites de la technologie au-delà de l’état de l’art.
Le but de cette thèse est de fournir des mesures de proﬁl de pression dans le ﬁlm de gaz de
paliers à feuilles à différentes vitesses de rotation. Les données expérimentales constituent un
pas en avant vers la validation des modèles de palier utilisant des mesures de ﬁlm de gaz. Un
rotor instrumenté avec des sondes de pression intégrées et une télémétrie sans ﬁl sont utilisés
pour accomplir cette mission. Le rotor conçu est capable de mesurer le proﬁl de pression sur
deux plans axiaux différents à l’intérieur du palier.
Les sondes de pression développées se composent de transducteurs de pression et de canaux
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pneumatiques pour les relier au point de mesure à la surface du rotor. Une telle disposition
a nécessité une procédure d’étalonnage spéciale aﬁn de tenir compte de la dynamique du
canal pneumatique qui inﬂuence le signal de pression. Un disque de sirène a été conçu et
fabriqué pour produire des signaux de pression périodiques avec une fréquence et une ampli-
tude contrôlées. Ce signal était utilisé pour exciter les sondes de pression et, par conséquent,
identiﬁer leurs fonctions de transfert, qui servent ensuite à corriger les signaux de pression.
Comme preuve de concept, le rotor instrumenté a été testé sur des paliers à gaz sous pression
externe jusqu’à une vitesse de 37,5 krpm. Les paliers d’essai ont été équipés de canaux de
mesure pour mesurer les proﬁls de pression échantillonnés dans l’espace depuis le côté du
paliers. Les deux mesures ont été comparées et concordaient bien dans des conditions quasi-
statiques. La mesure du côté du palier a été considérée comme un signal de référence (entrée)
et, par rapport à la mesure côté rotor (sortie), un étalonnage in situ et une identiﬁcation du
système ont été effectués. Les mesures de pression ont été utilisées pour valider un modèle
de paliers sous pression externe basé sur l’équation de Reynolds compressible à différentes
vitesses de rotation et pressions d’alimentation.
La fonction de transfert développée a été soumise à plusieurs tests de vériﬁcation avant de
placer le rotor instrumenté sur des paliers à feuilles et de mesurer les proﬁls de pression à
différentes vitesses de rotation. Les fonctions de transfert développées ont été utilisées pour
corriger le signal mesuré. Enﬁn, les proﬁls de pression ont été comparés à un modèle de palier
basé sur l’équation de Reynolds compressible.
Mots clefs : Palier à gaz, palier à feuilles, mesure de pression, validation de modèle, données
de référence, fabrication de paliers à feuilles, identiﬁcation de système.
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Energy shaped societies throughout the history of humanity. It is also the main driver of
economic growth and prosperity [4]. Efﬁcient energy conversion machines will preserve
resources, and hence play a pivotal role in today’s society. Several concepts are proposed for
efﬁcient, sustainable, and future energy exploitation. Decentralized energy production [5],
cogeneration [6], and waste heat recovery [7] are examples of these concepts, which are
brought to life using several energy conversion technologies. Key components of energy
conversion systems are turbomachines, which are capable of transferring energy from a rotor
to a working moving ﬂuid and a vice-versa.
In order to increase their efﬁciency and power-density, turbomachines are continuously
pushed to run faster and hotter [8]. These requirements create engineering challenges that
affect and limit the design of turbomachines down to the component level. Among these
challenges are adequate bearings, which are an enabling technology for turbomachines.
The role of a journal bearing is to constrain the radial motion of the rotor, while allowing for its
rotation. Bearings are also a source of stiffness and damping for the rotor, and should ensure
adequate load capacity, as well as stable operation of the rotor. That being said, bearings can
be the main obstacle for some high-speed turbomachinery designs due to the low threshold
of instability (lack of adequate damping), the insufﬁcient load capacity (lack of adequate
stiffness), or the high level of losses.
1.2 The Foil Bearing
Fluid ﬁlm bearings are a widely used technology to support rotating machinery. The technol-
ogy relies on a ﬂuid ﬁlm between the rotor and the bearing to carry the load while permitting
the rotation of the rotor. In dynamic ﬂuid ﬁlm bearings, the viscosity of the ﬂuid, and the
relative velocity between the rotor and the bearing allows the build-up of pressure inside the
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bearing clearance, which at a certain speed is sufﬁcient to bear the load of the rotor. Such bear-
ings operate by superimposing Poiseuille and Couette ﬂows. In static (externally pressurized)
ﬂuid ﬁlm bearings, the ﬂuid is ﬁrst pressurized in auxiliary systems and then injected into
the bearing clearance, and hence yielding enough pressure to bear the load of the rotor even
without a relative velocity between the rotor and the bearing (zero rotational speed). Fluid ﬁlm
bearings are ideal to support high-speed turbomachinery applications mainly due to their
simplicity, and low speciﬁc losses. However, it should be highlighted that ﬂuid ﬁlm bearings
suffer from stability thresholds, which are considered a bottleneck for some rotor designs.
Gas lubricated foil bearings showed competency in several high-speed turbomachinery ap-
plications. Foil bearings are categorized as self-acting (dynamic) gas lubricated ﬂuid ﬁlm
bearings. They are constructed of three main components: (i) a top foil, which along with the
rotor creates the aerodynamic wedge necessary for generating load capacity, (ii) a bump foil,
which is serving as a compliant structure beneath the top foil, and (iii) a sleeve, where the
bump and top foils are ﬁxed. At the start of the machine, the rotor is in mechanical contact
with the top foil, and at a given speed the rotor is rotating fast enough to yield enough pressure
within the ﬂuid ﬁlm to lift-off the top foil. The strength of the foil bearing technology stems
from their high load capacity, tolerance to misalignment and thermal gradients, soft failure at-
tributes, and oil-free capabilities. The foil bearing technology is currently integrated in several
applications where speed, high temperature, low maintenance requirements, and oil contami-
nation are of paramount importance. These applications include air cycle machines [9], gas
turbines [10], turbopumps [11], turbocompressors [12], and turbochargers [13].
Subsynchronous vibrations are the key issue of the foil bearing technology, which can be the
limiting factor on the rotational speed of a turbomachine [14–16]. These vibrations may limit
the long life of the foil bearing, and can also destroy the rotor and the bearings. This problem




Figure 1.1 – A photograph of a partial sector in a journal foil bearing highlighting the sleeve,
the bump foil, the top foil, and the rotor.
1.3 Problem Statement
In terms of ﬁrst principles, a running foil bearing incorporates different physical phenomena.
Fluid dynamics govern the gas ﬁlm pressure, heat transfer and thermodynamics govern the
thermal gradients within the bearing, and structural mechanics govern the compliance of the
underlying structure (the bump foil). The interaction between the ﬂow ﬁeld, the thermal ﬁeld,
and the structure boils down to a complex ﬂuid-structure-interaction problem that governs
the gas ﬁlm inside the bearing, and the deﬂection of the foils. Moreover, the solution to this
problem governs the dynamic coefﬁcients of the bearing (stiffness and damping), which in
turn would dictate the rotor dynamics.
Given the complexity and the coupling of the different physical phenomena involved in the
operation of a foil bearing, modelling such system is a tedious task. But most importantly,
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measuring basic quantities like the gas ﬁlm pressure, temperature, and thickness, as well
as the foil deﬂection is very difﬁcult to execute [3]. The absence of these measurements
hinders the conclusive validation of foil bearing models. Which is consequently obstructing
the complete understanding and the identiﬁcation of the root cause of foil bearing problems
based on scientiﬁcally backed empirical evidence. That being said, and given the fact that
foil bearing technologies are already integrated in several market products [9], it seems as if
the foil bearing development path jumped several initial steps due to the complexity of the
required measurements.
Considering the Technology Readiness Levels (TRL) scale developed by NASA in the 1980s,
each newly developed technology shall pass through different phases of development with a
precise exit criteria [17]. The scale starts with TRL-1, which is dedicated for basic principles
observation and reporting; and ends with TRL-9 , which is the actual successful mission oper-
ation. The TRL scale is currently widely used by several technology development institutions
including government and industry.
Figure 1.2 – Technology Readiness Levels (TRL) as deﬁned by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
Foil bearings can be considered a TRL-9 technology. However, they are missing a thorough
and a fully conclusive understanding of some physical phenomena manifested during their
operation (e.g. subsynchronous vibration). Moreover, they also lack experimentally validated
models, which is a consequence of the lack of experimental gas ﬁlm measurements. At this
point, it is worth mentioning that the majority of the experimental effort on foil bearings is
either a proof of concept for a machine supported on foil bearings (i.e. ability to run heavy
rotors, small rotors, fast, or hot applications), or studying high level performance metrics (i.e.
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dynamic response, lift-off speed, startup torque, and structural stiffness and damping).
Only few experimental efforts were dedicated to investigate the fuid ﬁlm properties of foil
bearings on a fundamental level. The pioneering work of Ruscitto et al. [3] measured the gas
ﬁlm thickness in foil journal bearings up to 55 krpm and at different loads. The work of Radil
and Zeszotek [18] was an attempt to measure the gas ﬁlm temperature gradients in foil journal
bearings at different speeds and loads.
A better fundamental understanding of the basic quantities governing the performance of foil
bearings is required to push the boundaries and the limitations of the foil bearing technology.
This requires further research at TRL-1, and 2. Such endeavor will eventually allow running
heavier, faster, and hotter turbomachines.
1.4 Goal and Objectives
The goal of this thesis is to address the lack of experimental data hindering the conclusive
validation of foil bearing models. Which in turn is expected to shed light on the problem
of subsynchronous vibrations in foil bearings either directly through the measurements, or
indirectly through the validated models. In order to attain this goal the following objectives
are deﬁned:
1. Designing and building of a test-rig capable of testing foil bearings beyond their liftoff
speeds, and up to the instability thresholds of the rotors.
2. Designing and prototyping of an instrumented rotor capable of measuring the pressure
within the gas ﬁlm of foil bearings.
3. Manufacture serviceable journal foil bearings.
4. Measuring the pressure within the gas ﬁlm of journal foil bearings.
5. Compare the measurements to a foil bearing model.
1.5 Methodology and Thesis Outline
As highlighted previously, the lack of experimental measurements is the main motivation
behind this thesis work. Hence, the methodology adopted to address the research problem
under investigation relies mainly on an experimental approach. This thesis is comprised of
seven chapters, beyond the introduction and conclusion chapters, each chapter is addressing
an independent stand-alone scientiﬁc or engineering challenge.
• Chapter Two introduces the test-rigs used throughout the experimental campaign. A
description of the used instrumentation is also detailed. Furthermore, the chapter high-
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lights the rationale behind the different design choices made, as well as the limitations
of the designed test-rig.
• Chapter Three introduces the concept of the instrumented rotor measurement, and a
detailed mechanical design for it. The development of the embedded pressure probes
and their system identiﬁcation procedure are also presented. A technique to recover
distorted pressure signals (ampliﬁed, or attenuated) is discussed in this chapter. A
proof of concept of the instrumented rotor pressure measurements are presented on
externally pressurized bearings.
• Chapter Four is dedicated to the presentation and discussion of the pressure ﬁeld mea-
surements in within the gas ﬁlm of externally pressurized journal bearings. The mea-
surements are performed using the instrumented rotor, and also through the pressure
taps spatially placed on the bearing circumference. The measurements are compared to
a FDM Reynolds equation based bearing model. Comparison between the rotor and
bearing side measurements are compared at different rotational speeds and supply
pressures.
• Chapter Five is dedicated to discuss the manufacturing process of compliant foil bear-
ings. A review of the available literature is presented, followed by a Design of Experiment
optimization of the manufacturing process. Different compliant structures are com-
pared in terms of ease of manufacturing and robustness. The effect of manufacturing
errors on the bearing performance are also discussed.
• Chapter Six presents the experimental campaign studying foil bearings. The chapter
presents and discusses the pressure measurements within the gas ﬁlm of foil bearings.
A comparison to a foil bearing model is presented, and discussed.
• Chapter Seven presents the conclusions of the thesis, and the recommendations for
future work, as well as highlighting the remaining open questions.
1.6 Speciﬁc Aspects of Novelty
The presented thesis contains several aspects of novelty which are summarized in the following
points:
• Prototyping an instrumented rotor capable of pressure measurement inside gas journal
bearings up to 37.5 krpm (more than 30000 Gs at the rotor periphery) with a wirless
telemetry system.
• Exploiting the pressure signal from the embedded pressure probes inside the instru-
mented rotor even beyond their resonance frequency.
• Measurement of continuous pressure ﬁelds within the gas ﬁlm of externally pressurized
gas journal bearings up to 37.5 krpm and at different supply pressures.
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• Measurement of continuous pressure proﬁles within the gas ﬁlm of compliant foil
journal bearings up to 37.5 krpm and 30 N load.
• Comparing gas ﬁlm measurements to the computations of a foil bearing model based
on the compressible Reynolds equation.
• Optimizing the manufacturing process of foil bearings to improve the accuracy and
robustness of manufacturing.




This chapter presents a detailed description of the gas bearing test-rig used in the experi-
mental campaign. A justiﬁcation of the selected design choices and comparisons with other
alternatives are presented. A detailed design procedure of the test-rotor and the quill-shaft
coupling are also described. Furthermore, the chapter describes the instrumentation and
measurement capabilities of the test-rig, as well as two auxiliary setups used for stiffness and
break-away torque measurements.
2.1 Design Speciﬁcations
The ﬁrst step prior to embarking on the experimental campaign is to design and build a test-rig
capable of simulating the desired test conditions, as well as controlling the independent and
control variables, all while measuring the dependent variables. The objective of the test-rig
is to characterize high-speed gas lubricated journal bearings. The main requirements of the
test-rig are:
1. The capability of testing a40 mm gas journal bearing.
2. The versatility to test different types and sizes of journal bearings - within a certain
range.
3. The capability of running at rotational speeds up to 60000 rpm.
4. Good rotor alignment and balancing.
5. The capability of running an instrumented rotor with embedded sensors.
6. Rotor orbit and rotational speed measurement capabilities, as well as generic pressure
and mass ﬂow rate measurement capacity.
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2.2 Design Alternatives and Justiﬁcation
There are different design concepts that would conform to the previosuly mentioned require-
ments. Four potential concepts are compared below:
2.2.1 Single rotor driven by embedded motor
A single test rotor with an embedded permanent magnet has the advantage of eliminating all
the challenges of coupling two high speed rotors. However, the permanent magnet would not
allowed the integration of sensors and a wireless telemetry system into the rotor. The work of
von Osmanski et al. [19], and Sim and Park [20] are examples of the successful implementation
of such design.
2.2.2 Single rotor driven by embedded turbine
A single rotor driven by an air turbine shares the same advantages of the ﬁrst option, and would
allow the instrumentation of the rotor. However, it would have required a large mass ﬂow rate
of compressed air to overcome the boundary lubrication torque of foil bearings during startup.
Also, speed control and breaking would have been challenging due to the high inertia of the
rotor. Moreover, the turbine would have acted as a heat sink, hence inﬂuencing the thermal
management of the rotor. Furthermore, a thrust disk would have been required for axial load
bearing. The NASA test-rig developed by Howard [21] is a successful implementation of the
described design.
2.2.3 Floating bearing
Another option is the ﬂoating bearing conﬁguration, which is a rotor rigidly supported on
roller element bearings and driven by an embedded turbine (or motor). A test gas bearing
is held with a wire overhung to this rotor in a ﬂoating conﬁguration. In effect, this would
allow much more control on test conditions for the ﬂoating journal bearing per se. However,
it would yield different dynamics compared to the real-life applications, where the rotor is
ﬂoating and not the bearing. The NASA test-rig by Ruscitto et al. [3] is a classic example of
such layout.
2.2.4 Two coupled rotors conﬁguration
The ﬁnal option is driving a test rotor supported on gas bearings with an electric motor using
a mechanical coupling - similar to Kim and San Andres [15]. Such design would fullﬁl all the
main requirements, yet, it will impose the challenge of coupling two high speed rotors [22,23].
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2.2.5 Design Choice and Justiﬁcation
The two coupled rotors conﬁguration is selected as the design choice for the test-rig. The
rationale behind the selection lies in its complete fulﬁllment of the required speciﬁcations.
And also, due to its similarity to the common layout of an electric machine coupled to a
turbomachine. Moreover, it is relatively simple to control using the electric motor.
2.3 General Description
The test-rig is comprised of a foundation, an electric motor, and a test section. The foundation
is a large precision steel plate - Figure 2.1. A precision ruler guide is ﬁxed on the foundation to
ensure the alignment of the test section and the driving motor. The test section is comprised
of a 40 mm test rotor and two test journal bearings. The test journal bearings are supported
inside two slit clamp bearings holders, which are 160 mm apart. The test rotor is driven by
an 18 kW electric motor via mechanical coupling. The electric motor is supported on rigid
roller element bearings, which are capable of carrying radial and axial loads. Therefore, no
axial bearing is needed in the test-section. The bearing holders are ﬁxed relative to the ground,
and the motor is freely adjustable to accommodate for different mechanical coupling designs.
Figure 2.2 shows a photograph of the complete test-rig with an in-house designed quill-shaft
coupling and the test rotor supported on externally pressurized gas journal bearings (EPGJB).
Figure 2.1 – Gas bearing test-rig indicating the position of the test bearings, the rotor center of
gravity, and the electric driving spindle (dimensions are in mm).
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Figure 2.2 – Photograph of the test rig highlighting the driving spindle (left), the test rotor
supported on externally pressurized bearings (right), and the quill shaft coupling (center).
2.4 Rotor Assembly
The full rotor assembly consists of three main parts: the rotor of the electric motor, a mechani-
cal coupling, and the test rotor. The rotor of the bearings of the electric motor have a stiffness
in the order of 108 N/m, such value is roughly one order of magnitude higher than externally
pressurized bearings, and two orders of magnitude higher than foil bearings. The motor is
connected to the coupling through a custom made HSK-C 25 tool holder. The test rotor has a
connector attached to it with 16 circumferential screws, which acts as an interface between
the test rotor and the coupling.
2.4.1 Test Rotor Design
The test rotor has a nominal diameter of 40 mm, a length of 265 mm, is made of 100Cr6 Steel,
weighs 1.3 kg, and has a rotational and transverse inertia of 3.912x10−4 kgm2 and 8x10−3 kgm2
respectively. The outer surface of the rotor is coated with a Balinit DLC dry lubricant coating,
which is stable up to 360◦C. The rotor is coated with a dry lubricant in order to reduce the
boundary lubrication friction during startup and shutdown.
A free-free modal analysis using the FEM package Ansys was performed to ensure that the ﬁrst
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bending mode of the rotor is far beyond the available maximum speed of the test-rig (60000
rpm). The simulation results showed that the ﬁrst bending mode is at approximately 2600 Hz
(156000 rpm), hence the rotor is operating sub-critical.
2.4.2 Coupling Design
Coupling a rotor supported on gas lubricated bearings with another supported on roller
element bearings is a challenging task. Preloads exerted from the assembly of the coupling
and the rotorswill impose a synchronous orbit or a static eccentricity on the rotor supported on
gas bearings even at quasi-static conditions. For this reason a special attention was dedicated
to the design and selection of the used coupling.
Commercial Couplings
Several commercial bellow couplings were tested, most of them were not ﬁt to the task due
to an initial bending in the coupling body that imposed a large preload and consequently a
rotor orbit that scaled with the bearing clearance. The only successful commercial coupling
was the R+W MKS miniature coupling with conical clamping rings – ﬁgure 2.3. Such design
includes 4 ﬁxing screws from each side to connect to the test rotor and the motor. These ﬁxing
screws allows the operator to adjust them individually to minimize the assembly preload. The
coupling was tested up to 37500 rpm on both externally pressurized, and foil bearings.
Figure 2.3 – R+W MKS miniature coupling with conical clamping rings connecting the electric
motor (right) to the test rotor (left).
Custom Design Couplings
Another attempt was to tailor design a coupling for the test-rig operating conditions. An
ideal coupling should be able to transmit the necessary torque, while dynamically isolating
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the coupled rotors. For this reason, a Stainless Steel quill-shaft coupling was designed and
manufactured with a bending stiffness one order of magnitude lower than the stiffness of EP
bearings, and the same order of magnitude as foil bearings.








where T is the torque, Fs is the factor of safety, and τmax is the yield shear stress.












where E is the elastic modulus, J is the second moment of area, Kb is the bending stiffness, G
is the shear modulus, and Kθ is the torsional stiffness.
A Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is performed to assess the combined effects of torque, and
potential imbalance due to manufacturing (bow shaped). Local stress levels were ensured to
be below the yield strength of the material.
Finally, a modal analysis for the complete rotor assembly is performed in order to identify
the eigenfrequencies of the system. Since the rotor of the electric motor is rigidly mounted
on roller element bearings, only the coupling and the test rotor are considered in the modal
analysis. The coupling side connected to the motor is considered ﬁxed, and the bearings
were modeled as springs using measured stiffness values from the load-displacement tests on
externally pressurized bearings - see chapter 5.
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2.4.3 Modal Analysis of the Rotor Assembly
A second FEA was performed using the complete rotor assembly including the two rotors and
the coupling, with the exact bearing locations, and with stiffness values that corresponds to
the roller element bearings of the motor, and the gas bearings supporting the test rotor. Due
to the high ﬂexibility of the coupling, no rigid body modes were observed. The high stiffness
roller element bearings in the electric motor shifts all the rotordynamics to the coupling and
the test rotor. Modes are observed at 552 Hz, and 614 Hz, and a clear bending mode for the
quill-shaft at 1359 Hz - Figure 2.4. The ﬁrst two modes are conical modes from the point of
view of the test rotor due to the high rigidity of the motor bearings.
Figure 2.4 – Undamped modal analysis of the full rotor assembly, motor supported on roller
element bearings (108 N/m), and test rotor supported on externally pressurized air bearings
(107 N/m). The ﬁrst three modes highlights the ﬁxation of the motor relative to the test rotor.
The stiffness of the bearings supporting the motor are one order of magnitude higher than
those supporting the test rotor. This allowed the complete disregard of the motor from the
modal analysis, while keeping only a ﬁxed HSK tool, the coupling, and the test rotor. The
calculated lateral modes were nearly identical to the values resulting from the modal analysis
of the complete assembly - Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 – Undamped modal analysis of the test rotor supported on externally pressurized air
bearings (107 N/m). The coupling is considered ﬁxed from the motor end given the relatively
high bearing stiffness supporting the motor.
2.5 Alignment and Balancing
The alignment was executed using the reverse indicator technique, with an alignment tol-
erance below 10 μm along the length of the test-rig. Moreover, the bearing holders were
manufactured in one "go", hence ensuring good alignment between bushings. The test rotor
is pre-balanced to G1.0 and then in-situ balanced on the test-rig with the bearings in location
and with the coupling attached. The in-situ balancing adopts the two plane inﬂuence coefﬁ-
cient method using the rotor displacement in order to ensure rotor excursions smaller than
the bearing clearance.
2.6 Measurements Capabilities
The test-rig is equipped with different sensing capabilities for the purpose of measurement
and monitoring. Proximity probes are used to monitor the rotor orbit and vibration. An optical
probe is used as a tachometer to measure the rotor speed. A pressure scanner and a ﬂowmeter
are used to measure the pressure of the gas ﬁlm within the bearing clearance, and the air mass




The test-rig is equipped with 5 proximity probes, two pairs of Lion Precision capacitive probes
for time resolved orbit and eccentricity measurements on each bearing (x-y conﬁguration),
and one Philtec optical probe acting as a trigger for speed and phase calculations.
Figure 2.6 – Micrometric screw setup for the static calibration of proximity probes. The left
side supports the tested proximity probe and a reference LVDT sensor, while the right side
carries the target surface and a micrometric screw to adjust the gap.
Each of the pairs of the C6-D Lion Precision capacitive probes are ﬁxed 90 degrees apart. The
probes are not sensitive to the target material, and were re-calibrated using a micro-metric
screw setup – as show in Figure 2.6 . The probe is ﬁxed and a target is connected to a micro-
metric screw and moved relatively. The calibration procedure begins by contacting the target
to the probe’s sensing surface and deﬁning a no-gap signal. Following that, the micro-metric
screw is used to retreat the target gradually while noting the voltage change. The calibration
curves were similar to the factory calibration sheet, with a calibrated range of 0.35 mm. The
probes have a measurement uncertainty of ± 1.3% and a bandwidth of 14 kHz.
Although considered as a proximity probe, the D-20 Philtec probe is chosen as a trigger sensor
due to its high sensitivity to reﬂective surfaces. A black mark is made on the shiny surface
of the rotor knob – Figure 2.7a, yielding a square-like voltage signal that is adequate for data
processing - Figure 2.7b.
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Figure 2.7 – (a) Optical Philtec probe used as a trigger on the test rotor. The trigger signal
is generated due to the difference in reﬂectivity of a black mark on the rotor surface. (b)
Sample of the analog trigger signal, highlighting a square like shape that is convenient for
post-processing.
2.6.2 Pressure Measurement
The test-rig is also equipped with pressure measurement capabilities that allow gas ﬁlm
and supply pressure measurements in bearings. Two Scanivalve pressure scanners are used
(DSA 3217 and DSA 3218) with a measuring range of a 100 PSID and 250 PSID. Each scanner
comprises 16 temperature compensated piezoresistive pressure transducers, with an accuracy
of ±0.05% of the full scale. The scanners are only capable of measuring time averaged pressure
with a sampling rate of 5 Hz, therefore, the scanners are only used to measure steady pressure
signals.
2.6.3 Air Mass Flow Measurement
Measuring the supply mass ﬂow rate is of paramount importance in the study of externally
pressurized bearings, as it is the driving quantity in the characterization of such bearings.
Mass ﬂow rate measurement capabilities are also important in order to quantify the cooling
supply to foil bearings. The mass ﬂow rate is measured using two Proline Cubemass C-100
Coriolis ﬂowmeters. The measurement accuracy lies between 0.67% (at 3 kg/hr), and 2.67%
(at 0.75 kg/hr) depending on the ﬂowrate. The pressure drop across the ﬂowmeter ranges
between 53 Pa (at 0.75 kg/hr) and 465 Pa (at 3 kg/hr) and is considered negligible compared to
the bearing supply pressure.
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2.7 Limitations of the test rig – potential issues
The main limitation of the test-rig is the inevitable effect of the coupling. Although it can be
drastically mitigated, it can never be fully eliminated. The implications would be a minor
synchronous orbit superimposed on the imbalance response, as well as a potential imposed
static eccentricity.
Loading the two test bearings can only happen simultaneously, and the coupling – if connected
– can carry part of the load. Hence, potential problems in the equal loading of the bearings
may occur.
The measurement of the rotor’s static eccentricity can be challenging due to slight misalign-
ments and/or preloads, especially on compliant foil bearings where the vertical and horizontal
zero clearance values are difﬁcult to measure accurately.
The distance between the two test bearings is ﬁxed to 160mm, and the bearing holder diameter
is ﬁxed to 54 mm. Such design would limit the potential interchangeability of test bearings
and rotors.
That being said, these limitations will not impede the execution of the planned experimental
campaign. As they have been carefully taken into consideration during the planning and
execution of the measurements.
2.8 Auxiliary Setups
Two auxiliary setups were developed for the measurement of load vs. displacement, and
break-away torque. The ﬁrst is an in-situ auxiliary setup that is attached to the test rotor
while supported on the two test journal bearings - Figure 2.8. The setup is capable of the
simultaneous measurement of load versus rotor displacement at zero speed, while gradually
increasing the load. The loading is done via two torque arms connected via wires to the rotor
shaft. The torque arms are connected to two containers which are slowly ﬁlled with water to
ensure gradual loading. Two load cells are implemented within the loading loop to measure
the force during pulling and pushing, the accuracy of the load cell is ±1%. Proximity probes
are ﬁxed on the bushing of each bearing in order to measure the resulting displacement due
to the load. For externally pressurized bearings the Lion Precision capacitive probes are used,
and for foil bearings the Philtec probes are adopted due to their extended range up to 1.27mm.
The Philtec probes were calibrated similar to Lion Precision probes (±1.3% accuracy), however,
the test rotor was used as an actual target during the calibration due to the sensitivity of the
Philtec probes to reﬂectivity (color).
The second setup is developed to measure the breakaway torque in foil bearings - Figure
2.9, which allows the deduction of the foil bearing preload that is an important variable to
characterize and compare different foil bearings, as well as facilitate reproducibility. In this
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Figure 2.8 – Top and side views of the load-displacement auxiliary setup
setup a mockup rotor is used with same diameter and surface coating as the actual test-rotor.
The test foil bearing is held inside a bearing holder that is assembled to surround the mockup
rotor. The bearing holder is connected to a torque arm in order to impose a normal load
that is measured with a load cell. A second torque arm is connected to the mockup rotor in
order to introduce a rotational torque, which is measured with a second load cell – knowing
the length of the torque arm. A proximity probe – Philtec – is simultaneously measuring the
position of the torque arm. At the moment of abrupt change in position the measured torque
is considered the break-away torque. Further details on the processing of the data and the
deduction are discussed in Chapter 6. The setup can also be used to measure load versus




Figure 2.9 – Top View of the foil bearing break-away torque test setup.
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3 Instrumented Rotor Design and Proof
of Concept
Knowledge of the pressure ﬁeld and spatial position of the rotor inside the bearing are of
paramount importance to the fundamental understanding of ﬂuid ﬁlm bearings. The objective
of this chapter is to present an instrumented rotor designed for the onboard measurement of
pressure in high speed gas lubricated bearings using embedded pressure probes and a wireless
telemetry system. The chapter also includes the identiﬁcation of the dynamic behavior of the
pressure probes adopting two different techniques.
Part of the work presented in this chapter is published as:
• Shalash, K., S¸ahin, F.C., and Schiffmann, J., 2018. Non-linear transfer function identiﬁ-
cation of pressure probes using Siren Disks. Experimental Thermal and Fluid Science,
91, pp.459-469.
3.1 Introduction
Experimental measurements play a pivotal role in the development of rotating machinery. It
is the tool by which physical phenomena are observed, and ultimately explained. It is also
used to validate models using benchmark data. Such models – once validated - are a powerful
tool to gain more insight into rotating machinery. Measurements are also used in prototyping
to ensure the intended machine performance.
In bearing and seal applications, pressure, gap, and temperature are commonly measured
variables. Conventionally, these variables are measured from the stator side. The pressure ﬁeld
deﬁnes the load capacity and the dynamic coefﬁcients in ﬂuid ﬁlm bearings. The pressure
is measured either by ﬂush mounting pressure sensors on the point of measurement, or
remotely connected to a measurement tap through a pneumatic channel. Stator side pressure
measurements are easy to implement. However, they have the following limitations:
1. The measurements are at discrete measurement points, in order to measure proﬁles/-
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gradients several closely placed taps have to be implemented.
2. The number of available pressure taps is constrained by the design and packaging
limitations.
3. An excessive amount of taps can perturb the measured ﬂow ﬁeld.
4. Several sensors have to be used to acquire simultaneous pressure proﬁle/gradient
measurement.
On the other hand, rotor side measurement through an instrumented rotor will obtain the
full circumferential pressure proﬁle inside the bearing using a single measurement point
on the shaft surface, and relying on its rotation to scan the full pressure proﬁle/gradient.
Such measurement system would overcome the limitations of the stator side measurements.
Nonetheless, the implementation of an instrumented rotor is challenging, and care needs to
be taken to design it due to the following issues:
1. The difﬁculty of the data and power transmission from the rotating sensors to the
stationary data acquisition.
2. Limited measurement bandwidth due to the data communication cut-off frequency.
3. Rotor volume constraints that would limit the number of integrated sensors.
4. G-force levels exerted on the sensors and all auxiliary electronics.
5. Fixture of wires and cables inside the rotor and their direct effects on the balancing of
the instrumented rotor.
The level of complexity is even higher for self-acting gas bearing supported rotors. That is
due to the necessary high rotational speeds for load bearing. These constraints are limiting
the possibilities of power and data transmission to: (i) rotating connectors, (ii) slip rings, and
(iii) wireless telemetry systems. The ﬁrst two technologies rely on mechanical contact for
transmission. Which would signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the dynamics of the bearing supported
rotor. On the other hand, wireless telemetry would allow high rotational speeds, without
constraining the motion of the rotor.
3.2 State of the Art
Surveying the literature yields a limited number of publications where instrumented shafts
are used to measure within the ﬂuid ﬁlm of hydrodynamic journal bearings. Most of the previ-
ous work performed such measurements in oil lubricated bearings. The common observed
limitation is the limited rotational speed of the instrumented rotor, and the use of a slip ring
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to connect the onboard sensors to the ground, which would inﬂuence the dynamics of rotors
supported on ﬂuid ﬁlm bearings.
Ho and Chen [24] measured the pressure proﬁle inside a six-pocket hydrostatic oil lubricated
journal bearing from the rotor side. Pressure measurements were presented up to 1000 rpm
using a metal diaphragm transducer. The signal was transmitted to the stator using a slip ring.
A more detailed study was presented in a second paper by the same authors [25] where they
used the same test rig to measure pressure proﬁles inside a six-pocket hydrostatic bearing,
also up to 1000 rpm. Tonnesen and Hansen [26] designed an instrumented rotor capable of
measuring gap, pressure, and temperature using three ﬂush mounted sensors. A mercury
slip ring was used for power and data transmission. The oil lubricated journal bearing under
investigation had a diameter of 100 mm and was tested up to 8000 rpm. The measured
pressure proﬁles were not in perfect quantitative agreement with simulation results. Roberts
and Mason [27] used a mechanical slip ring and a rotor instrumented with two pressure
transducers to measure the pressure inside a plain journal bearing with a circumferential oil
inlet groove. Tests were performed up to 2186 rpm. The authors highlighted discrepancies in
pressure proﬁles starting at the onset of the hydrodynamic transition region (Re = 550to2000)
when compare to the laminar ﬂow theory. Read and Flack [28] presented a similar campaign
with a rotor instrumented by temperature, pressure, and gap sensors. They measured these
variables inside the ﬂuid ﬁlm of an offset half bearing up to 2250 rpm. They compared these
measurements to simultaneously measured pressure and temperature from the bearing side
(stator). The two measurement approaches were in good agreement (5% error). Wang et al. [29]
measured the pressure inside a rubber water lubricated bearing using a a rotor instrumented
with 6 pressure sensors and a wireless telemetry up to 1000 rpm.
The only exception to the mainly low speed and oil lubricated bearings studied in the literature
is the work of Ruscitto et al. [3] which was investigating gas foil bearings. Their pioneering work
is the only reported instrumented rotor to measure within the gas ﬁlm of a journal bearing.
The authors measured -for the ﬁrst and only time- the ﬁlm thickness inside compliant gas
foil bearing. The measurements were executed on a ﬂoating overhung bearing, and was
transmitted via slip ring up to 60 krpm and 200 N load. The authors attempted to measure
the pressure within the gas ﬁlm, but were unsuccessful due to problems in their in-house
made pressure sensor. As explained in the previous chapter, the ﬂoating bearing conﬁguration
results do not represent real service bearing conditions (different dynamics). Simulation
results did not match the experimental measurements.
3.3 Instrumented Rotor Design
An instrumented rotor has been designed to measure the pressure proﬁle within the gas ﬁlm
of journal bearings with minimum intrusion. The rotor has four embedded pressure probes
at different axial position. A custom made wireless telemetry system powers the probes and
transmits their signals back to the stator.
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Figure 3.1 – The instrumented rotor concept, highlighting the rotating telemetry system
(blue), the pressure insert (red), and the pressure transducers (green). The measurements are
executed at the free-end bearing (far from the coupling).
As no miniature pressure transducers were commercially found to sustain the large G-force
level on the rotor periphery at top speed - around 80 000 Gs that is 8 times the maximum
allowed for the transducers, it was imperative not to ﬂush mount the transducers on the rotor
outer surface. The adopted alternative was to place the transducer closer to the center of
the rotor in order to reduce the level of the G-force, and remotely connect them to the rotor
surface through a pneumatic channel.
Figure 3.2 – Photograph of the pressure insert before assembly inside the rotor. The o-rings
are seal the exit of the pneumatic channel along with the rotor’s inner bore. The transducers
are sealed along with the pressure insert with red silicone (gasket maker).
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The implementation of such design is done using a pressure insert that slides into the inner
diameter of the rotor. The insert contains four XCQ Kulite pressure transducers and their
connecting L-shaped pneumatic channels, as well as a special mounting for the telemetry
system - ﬁgure 3.1. Such design allows the complete assembly of the pressure transducers, the
transmitter of the telemetry system, and the ﬁxture of the wires outside of the rotor, before
assembling the insert inside the rotor - ﬁgure 3.2. The holes of the pneumatic channels in the
insert are aligned with holes drilled through the rotor.
Figure 3.3 – The test externally pressurized bearing with pressure taps at the same plane as one
of the rotating embedded probe. The instrumented rotor is moved axially in order to compare
the other embedded probes with the bearing pressure taps.
The sealing of the pneumatic channel is done using an o-ring on the outer surface of the insert,
and surrounding the pneumatic channel, this ensures the sealing between the insert and the
rotor - ﬁgure 3.3. The pressure transducers are sealed to the insert using a micro o-ring and
gasket maker silicone. The sealing was later tested using a small setup that pressurizes the
pneumatic channel - ﬁgure 3.4, while the insert is submerged in water, no sign of bubbles
were observed, hence, good sealing was concluded.
The telemetry system used is a custom made system from Datatel Telemetry to ﬁt the design
requirements of the rotor. The telemetry system is constructed of two main supply chains, the
ﬁrst, is a wireless transmission and receiving via RF (radio frequency) for the sensor signals, the
second, is a contactless induction power supply to power the sensors and the transmitter. The
telemetry system is capable of accommodating 10 sensors, each having a 19 kHz bandwidth.
Mechanically, the rotor part of the telemetry system was designed to ﬁt as an overhung mass
on the rotor, with safe operation up to 60 000 RPM.
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Figure 3.4 – Photograph of the sealing test for the insert. Pressurizing the pneumatic channel
in order to detect leaks.
3.4 Design Limitations
Being a complex system design, with several conﬂicting design objectives, it is crucial to
highlight and identify the limitations of the developed design:
1. As the sensor is connected to the measurement point through an L-shaped pneumatic
channel, and the expected pressure signal is of a periodic nature, hence the knowledge
of the dynamic response of the probe is of predominant importance. The integration of
the pneumatic channel along with the pressure sensor creates a new pressure probe.
Such probe exhibits a different dynamic response compared to that of the pressure
transducer. The presence of the pneumatic channel will reduce the cutoff frequency of
the probe compared to that of the pressure transducer. Hence, limiting the maximum
frequency that can be measured accurately. In other words, such behavior is imposing a
limitation on the maximum rotational speed where measurements are executed.
2. The rotation of the rotor imposes a centrifugal force on the pressure transducers, com-
bined with the requirement of integrating four probes, and the limited volume, it was
decided to place the pressure transducers on circle with a 7mm diameter around the
center of the rotor. Such conﬁguration will subject the transducers to their maximum al-
lowable G-force at 54 000 RPM, an increase in speed would jeopardize the performance
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of the transducers.
3. There is a trade-off between the probe’s diameter and the cutoff frequency. Recalling
basic principles, reducing the probe diameter would decrease its cutoff, yet it would
average the measured pressure over a smaller area. For the developed system the probe’s
diameter is 1.7mm, hence details smaller than this scale would be averaged out.
4. In comparing the instrumented rotor, to a non-instrumented hollow rotor with the
same dimensions, the former would be larger in mass. Such mass increase, would
decrease the onset speed of instability, as well the bearing load when compared to the
non-instrumented rotor. For the case of the externally pressurized journal bearings,
the stability threshold dropped from 60 000 RPM to 40 000 RPM once the instrumented
rotor was used at the same running conditions (air supply pressure of 7 bar).
5. One of the degrees of freedom of the test-rig is its capability for axial position adjustment
- by moving the full rotor assembly axially. This would allow a complete pressure ﬁeld
measurement in the test bearing. However, by moving axially the center of of gravity of
the rotor is shifting relative to the bearings, hence the bearing load is slightly changing
between one axial position and another.
6. The maximum pressure measured is deﬁned by the pressure transducers to be 7 bar
absolute.
3.5 Proof of Concept at Quasi-static Conditions
The instrumented rotor was prototyped and assembled before being initially tested on EP
bearings. The rationale behind using EP bearings as a test bed for the instrumented rotor is
due to their pressurized gas ﬁlm at zero rotational speed. The40mm journal bearing used is
made out of DIN EN 1982 Bronze, and has two feeding rows of 18 restrictor nozzles (100μm
diameter and 1.1mm long). The two rows are located at z =±0.5 where z = ZR . The bearing is
also equipped with 250.3mm circumferential pressure taps that yields a spatially sampled
circumferential pressure proﬁle inside the bearing. The taps are connected via ﬂexible tubes
to the Scanivalve pressure scanners described in Chapter 2. The supply and measurements
taps have two physically separated internal passages inside the bearing structure. The tested
bearings have a nominal radial assembly clearance of 30m.
The static calibration of the pressure probes using a dead weight balance quantiﬁed a maxi-
mum uncertainty below 0.4% (including the effects of the wireless telemetry). A veriﬁcation
test was performed by rotating the instrumented rotor quasi-statically and comparing be-
tween the rotor and bearing side pressure measurements. The pressure probe of the rotor was
placed at the axial location opposing the measurement taps and the supply nozzles as shown
in ﬁgure 3.3.
Figure 3.5 shows the circumferential pressure proﬁle at a supply pressure of 8 bar. The two
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Figure 3.5 – Comparison of the gas ﬁlm pressure proﬁles from the rotor and stator (bearing)
sides at 8 bar supply pressure. The rotor side measurement exposes more details compared
to the spatially sampled stator side measurements. The pressure peaks corresponds to the
location of 18 air supply restrictors.
measured proﬁles are in good agreement, hence verifying the measurement of the instru-
mented rotor. The pressure scan from the rotor side is higher in details, and captures the
supply nozzles shown as 18 pressure peaks. The overall pressure proﬁle is not axisymmetric
due to a slight rotor eccentricity, as well an unequal mass ﬂow rate from the different supply
nozzles. More on the captured ﬂow physics of the EP bearing is discussed in Chapter 4.
3.6 Effect of Centrifugal Force on Pressure Measurement
The pressure transducers are ﬁxed in a way so that their sensing surfaces are parallel to
the rotating plane of the rotor - ﬁgure 3.3. The centrifugal force can affect the pressure
measurement by inﬂuencing the membranes of the transducers through a shearing force, and
it can also affect the air column inside the probe as discussed by Uffrecht and Kaiser [30].
The effect of centrifugal force on pressure measurement is studied by subjecting the pressure
probe to ambient (pushing the rotor axially outside of the bearing surface), and consequently
ramp up the speed. It is observed that the pressure dropped by 2.77% at 37 krpm. Figure 3.6
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shows the drop in pressure due to the centrifugal force as a function of speed. This curve is
used to correct the pressure measurements along the experimental campaign.
Figure 3.6 – Pressure drop due to the centrifugal force subjected on the air column of the
pneumatic channel up 37.5 krpm.
3.7 SystemIdentiﬁcationofEmbeddedPressureProbesUsingaMockup
and Siren Disk 1
In order to assess the feasibility of pressure measurements using remotely mounted pressure
transducers, a calibration mockup was prototyped and tested. In performing time-resolved
pressure measurements, the dynamic characteristics of the probe are of paramount impor-
tance, as they can drastically inﬂuence the meaurement both qualitatively and quantitatively.
Bean [31] identiﬁed six parameters for the characterization of pressure transducers used in
time-resolved measurement: (1) gain, (2) phase lag, (3) resonant frequency, (4) damping ratio,
(5) rise time, (6) and overshoot. The identiﬁcation of these parameters requires dynamic
calibrators, which are capable of generating periodic pressure signals with controlled ampli-
tude and frequency, or aperiodic step or impulse pressure signals with a short rise time and
controlled amplitude. Aperiodic calibrators are generally based on shock tube or fast opening
valve concepts [31–38], whereas periodic calibrators are either variable volume generators,
1The work presented in this section was in collaboration with Dr. Ceyhun Sahin during her postdoc at the
Laboratory for Applied Mechanical Design between the period 2015-2017.
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rotating valves or sirens [31,32,35,39–44]
A dedicated study on the improvement of high frequency/amplitude periodic calibrators
showed that siren type devices were the most promising solution to generate high amplitude
pressure signal on a large range of frequencies [39]. It was also reported that sirens can
produce periodic - not necessarily sinusoidal - low and medium pressure signals up to 1
kHz [45]. However, distortion of the generated signal into a saw-tooth like form was observed.
Fridh et al. [46] reported pressure tap calibration up to 4 kHz using a reference pressure signal
generated by a rotating hole-disk system. Unfortunately, the full description of such system is
not available in the public domain.
For that reason it was decided to design and build a Siren Disk pressure calibrator capable of
exciting the pressure probes at a range of pressure amplitudes (up to 2.5 bar peak-peak), and
frequencies (up to 10 KHz). The Siren Disk is used for the identiﬁcation of transfer functions of
different pressure probe geometries. The transfer function is obtained through the comparison
of the probe signal to a ﬂush mounted reference transducer that is subjected to the same
pressure signal.
3.7.1 Siren Disk Description and Design
The Siren Disk test rig is comprised of (1) a Siren Disk assembly, (2) a driving electrical motor,
(3) a pressure source, (4) a reference sensor, and (5) a test probe to be calibrated in the vicinity
of the reference sensor. The target pulsation frequency is 10 kHz with pressure amplitudes
starting from 0.5 bar atm up to 3.5 bar atm.
The Siren Disk is designed to generate interruptions at the exit of a nozzle - Figure 3.7. The
nozzle is placed downstream of a pneumatic line with a maximum gauge pressure of 8 bar -
pressure regulated upstream. The nozzle is convergent, with an inlet and exit diameters of 20
mm and 10 mm respectively, and a length of 40.7 mm.
The main constraint in the disk design is the tip speed that is limited to 110 m/s due to
mechanical stress. Another constraint is ensuring equal and synchronized opening and
closing times for the reference transducer and the test probe. Finally, the distance between the
reference transducer and the test probe needs to be kept minimal - Figure 3.8. These design
constraints yield a 280 mm diameter disk, with 80 holes, a pitch of 10 mm between holes,
and a maximum rotational speed of 7500 rpm. Such design is able to produce a hole passing
frequency (hpf) of 10 kHz. The disk holes are of a semi-oval shape having straight side walls,
hence, guaranteeing synchronized opening and closing over both the reference transducer
and the test probe. A micrometric x-y table allows the accurate alignment of the reference
transducer and the test probe with the center of the nozzle and the siren disk holes. An optical
proximity probe is placed on top of the Siren Disk holes in order to measure the hpf.
Structurally, the Siren Disk is designed for minimum inertia and maximum stiffness. A thin
stainless steel disk plate with the 80 holes is bolted between two rigid holders with web
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Figure 3.7 – Photograph of the Siren disk calibration apparatus.
Figure 3.8 – Holes of the siren disk and the relative positions of the probe and the reference
transducer.
supports. The thin disk minimizes the distance between the nozzle exit and the measurement
point. The Siren Disk is assembled on a spindle, which is connected to an electric motor via
ﬂexible coupling - Figure 3.9. Dynamically, there are two excitation sources to the rotor, (1)
the synchronous rotor imbalance (rotational speed), and (2) ﬂow induced excitation resulting
from the interaction between the air jet and the Siren Disk (hpf). Therefore, the rotor assembly
was designed such that its eigenfrequencies do not coincide with the rotational speed or the
hole passing frequency.
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Figure 3.9 – Schematic of the siren disk apparatus.
3.7.2 Siren Disk Qualiﬁcation
Four L-Shaped probes with different lengths are tested to qualify the Siren Disk and the
identiﬁcation method - Figure 3.10. The pressure transducer is placed at the end of the
horizontal side, while the supply nozzle is facing the vertical end of the pneumatic channel.
Tube lengths and aspect ratios are summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 – Geomtry of the four L-shaped pressure probes
Probe Vertical Length, LV Horizontal Length, LH Total Channel
[mm] [mm] [mm]
1 16.5 14 30.5
2 23.5 19 42.5
3 21 29 50
4 21 4 25
Two Kulite xcq-062 pressure transducers are used in the test rig. The ﬁrst serves as a reference
transducer with a range of 7 bara. The second is implemented inside the test probe with
a range of 35 bara. Both transducers are equipped with identical protective B screens that
limit their ﬂat response to 20 kHz [47]. The screens attenuate the high frequency components
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Figure 3.10 – L-Shaped Pressure Probe Mockup Layout.
(>20 kHz) of the measured pressure signal. The sensitivities are 1.4 mV/V/bars and 0.286
mV/V/bars for the reference transducer and the test probe respectively.
Figure 3.11 – Pressure drop through the Siren Disk nozzle.
The data is acquired at a sampling rate of 200 kHz in order to ensure at least 20 samples
per cycle at the highest rotor speed of the siren disk. The pressure excitation is introduced
as a ramp in the rotor speed of the Siren Disk from 0 Hz up to 10 kHz (0-7500 rpm) in 15
seconds followed by a similar deceleration ramp. The test ramps provide time intervals of 50
milliseconds with a constant hpf (±17 Hz). The pressure level was randomly changed during
the hpf ramp (0 – 4.5 barg), yielding signals at different amplitudes for a given frequency. The
different pressure levels help in identifying the system’s dependency on the peak-to-peak
amplitude. This procedure is applied for the four L-shaped probes under investigation.
Figure 3.11 shows the measured pressures across the siren disk opening compared with the
nozzle pressure at zero disk speed. It is observed that the nozzle set pressure drops by 35%
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Figure 3.12 – Frequency spectrum for (a) uninterrupted ﬂow and (b) periodic ﬂow at 3.5 kHz,
measured by the reference transducer and Probe-3.
(±1%) in gauge value. The ﬁgure also demonstrates that both the reference sensor and the
probe are exposed to the same steady pressure.
Figure 3.13 – Pressure drop due to disk rotation.
Figure 3.12a shows the pressure signal spectrum of the uninterrupted impinging jet - i.e. disk at
zero rotational speed. The observed response is attributed to turbulent pressure ﬂuctuations.
However, it is considered negligible when compared to the spectrum excited by the rotation of
the Siren Disk - Figure 3.12b. The frequency spectrum of both the reference transducer and
probe-3 clearly shows the existence of the fundamental frequency as well as its harmonics,
which is a consequence of the step change in pressure levels due to the opening/closing cycles
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produced by the disk. Comparing the probe to the reference transducer, it is observed that
while the signal components are at the same frequencies, yet the amplitudes are varying for
each harmonic. Figure 3.12b also shows that signal components beyond the 5th harmonic
can be neglected as they are at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the fundamental
component.
A ﬁnal qualiﬁcation is the study of the windage effect due to the Siren Disk rotation. The static
pressure is measured during the rotation of the Siren Disk while the supply nozzle is closed.
Figure 3.13 represents the relative pressure drop as a function of the hpf (i.e. rotor speed),
showing a maximum static pressure drop due to rotation of approximately 1% at maximum
hpf. Hence, the wind effect is negligible compared to the target pressure levels in this study.
3.7.3 Proof of Concept
The four probes under investigation were tested up to10 kHz. Figure 3.14 compares the
time domain pressure signal for the reference transducer and test probe-3 at four different
excitation frequencies. It is observed that the signal of the test probe is ampliﬁed - Figure
3.14d - or attenuated - Figure 3.14a, b, and c, and also delayed, as a function of the excitation
frequency. Such behavior is the typical signature of the pneumatic channel in the probe.
Another interesting observation is the distortion of the probe’s signal creating a saw tooth,
even at relatively low excitation frequencies.
At low hfp, the reference signal has a shape similar to a square. However, at higher hpf, the
harmonics of the reference signal are less pronounced, yielding a signal closer to a sine wave
- Figure 3.14a and b. This can be attributed either to the cutoff frequency of the transducer
screens (20 kHz), or to the aerodynamic nature of the jet. Nonetheless, the results conﬁrm
the Siren Disk’s capability to generate periodic pressure signals up to 10 kHz, while achieving
amplitudes at the same order of magnitude of the mean pressure.
Six data sets are obtained at several pressure levels (1.5 bara to 4.5 bara) - Figure 3.15. Five sets
are used in the transfer function development (data sets 1-5), and one (data set 6) is used as a
test case for signal reconstruction.
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Figure 3.14 – Reference and test probe time domain signals for excitations of 10, 7, 3 and 1.2
kHz for Probe-3.
Figure 3.15 – Reference data pressure levels for Probe-3.
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3.7.4 Non-linear Transfer Function Identiﬁcation
In order to reconstruct the original signal based on the test probe signal, the latter’s dynamic
response needs to be identiﬁed. This is done by building a transfer function between the
reference and test probe. A typical method is to create a non-parametric transfer function in
the frequency domain by taking the ratio between the Fourier (or Laplace) Transforms of the
probe and the reference transducer.
A linear system identiﬁcation approach was ﬁrst attempted, however, the signal reconstruction
based on the inverse transfer function was unsuccessful. These results signaled the potential
non-linear behavior of the pneumatic channels. Hence, a different methodology is developed
for that purpose.
Methods based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) are presented by several authors in prior
works [37,48,49]. The signal decomposition based on such a method is an excellent mean to
identify the frequency spectrum. However, the FFT was proven inadequate in the calculation
of the phase angle. This is due to the increasing uncertainty in handling harmonics of low
amplitude [50–53]. Since the phase shifts play an essential role in the accurate reconstruction
of the measured data - Figure 3.14, the FFT methodology should not be adopted for appli-
cations where the details of the pressure signal are important. Alternatively, a Fourier series
decomposition is used, where the periodic signals of the reference and the test probe (q(t )) are
represented as the sum of the offset (mean) and the periodic components at the fundamental
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This decomposition procedure is performed on signal segments obtained at a given hpf with
the objective of characterizing the nature of the transfer function. As a ﬁrst step, the optical
signal of the hole passing is used to identify the fundamental frequency of the segment through
an FFT. Consequently, one pressure cycle of the segment is considered for the Fourier series.
Only the ﬁve ﬁrst harmonics are included, as they were shown previously to be the most
predominant of the spectrum - Figure 3.12. A linear transfer function for each harmonic - gain
and phase lag - is calculated as follows:
Gn(ω)=
Qnmeas. (ω)
Qnre f . (ω)
(3.7)
Φncor rection (ω)=Φnmeas. (ω)−Φnre f . (ω) (3.8)
where n is the order of the harmonic, starting with n = 1 for the fundamental frequency.
The gains of the initial 5 harmonics were calculated and averaged (Eq. 3.7) for the different
pressure signals (1.5 bara to 4.5 bara - data sets 1 to 5) - Figure 3.16. In a linear system, the
gain at a given frequency would be the same whether or not it is a fundamental or a harmonic
(i.e. G2(ω)=G1(2ω),andG2(ω)=G1(2ω)). It is observed though, that the gain functions are
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different for each harmonic in terms of amplitude and shape, thus conﬁrming the highly
nonlinear character of the pneumatic channel.
Figure 3.16 – Harmonics gains for Probe-3 - plotted with respect to absolute frequency values.




q0re f . (ω)
(3.9)
Figure 3.17 represents the averaged offset gain and the fundamental phase lag as a function of
the fundamental hpf for the 4 probes under investigation. It should be noted that the offset
and the amplitude are inter-dependent due to the nature of the Siren Disk. The minimum
pressure of the generated pressure signal is independent of any variable, and is constant
at ambient. Therefore, increasing the nozzle pressure would increase the offset and the
amplitude simultaneously, and vice versa. The error bars indicate the deviation in gain and
phase lag due to the nozzle pressure level variation. The non-constant nature of the offset
gain is emphasizing the signature of a non-linear system.
The phase shifts of the fundamental frequency are highly dependent on the probe geometry,
suggesting diverse natural frequencies for the different probes - Figure 3.17 b, d, f, h. The
resonant frequency of the four probes - identiﬁed through the 90° phase shift - vary between
1.5 and 2.1 kHz. The highest resonant frequencies are achieved by the shortest channels,
which is in agreement with basic principles of organ pipe or Helmholtz resonator models.
The mathematical implications of the identiﬁed non-linearity are:
1. The gain at a given frequency is dependent on the order of the harmonic (G2(ω) =
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Figure 3.17 – L-shaped probes offset gain and phase lag.
G1(2ω)).
2. The offset gain G0 is a function of the hpf.
3. The gains are dependent on the amplitude/mean of the input pressure signal.
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The non-linear gain function is then described as follows:
Gn =Gn(ω1, A, A¯) (3.10)
where ω1 is the fundamental frequency, A is the amplitude, and A¯ is the signal offset. In order
to assess these implications, the averaged harmonic gain functions of probe-3 are plotted with
respect to the fundamental frequency and analyzed - Figure 3.18. The error bars due to the
varying nozzle pressure are shown similar to Figure 3.17 and are contained within a 10% band.
It is observed that the errors increase around frequencies where the gradient of the functions
varies signiﬁcantly. However, it will be shown later -section 3.7.6 - that the error propagation is
insigniﬁcant due to the low amplitudes of the harmonics relative to the fundamental.
Given the presented non-linearity, a multi-dimensional transfer function approach is devel-
oped for the system identiﬁcation of the test probes. It is consisting of a set of sub transfer
functions describing the pressure averaged gain and phase lag for the offset and the harmonics
up to the 5th order. The transfer functions are mathematically represented by piecewise poly-
nomial ﬁts. The gain functions for the harmonics are deduced relative to each fundamental
frequency (hpf).
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Figure 3.18 – Harmonic gains for Probe-3 - Error bars cover 6 different pressure levels.
3.7.5 Signal Reconstruction
The probe signal of data set 6 (not used in the system identiﬁcation) is reconstructed using the
multi-dimensional transfer function developed a priori. The signal reconstruction on a cycle
at a hp f =ω1 is computed as follows:
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Figure 3.19 compares samples of reconstructed signals with reference and measured signals of
data set 6 suggesting excellent agreement between the reference and reconstructed signals.
The presented examples in Figure 3.19 are for Probe-3 and at four excitations frequencies (1200
Hz, 3000 Hz, 7000 Hz and 9520 Hz). The ﬁgure shows that the transfer function identiﬁcation
and the reconstruction method are successful even at fundamental excitation frequencies far
beyond the probe’s resonant frequency (1.325 kHz for Probe-3).
Figure 3.19 – Measured and reconstructed signals for excitations of 1.2, 3, 7 and 9.5 kHz for
Probe-3.
3.7.6 Accuracy of Signal Reconstruction
The signal reconstruction accuracy is estimated using a goodness of ﬁt (gof) variable, which
compares the reconstructed signal to the reference signal as follows:
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go f = 1−
√∑
(qre f .−q)2√∑
(qre f .−qre f . )2
(3.12)
The resulting goodness values (data set 6) are plotted as a function of the hpf for each probe -
Figure 3.20. For the purpose of comparison, the probe data before reconstruction are phase
corrected, and used to calculate a baseline goodness relative to the reference signal. The
reconstructed signal has goodness values less than 80% for low (<1 kHz) and high (>8 kHz)
frequencies. In the range of 1 kHz to 8 kHz, goodness values higher than 80% are achieved.
However, with recurring drops at frequencies where the second harmonic gradients change
sign - Figure 3.18. Note that the goodness of the reconstructed data samples shown in Fig-
ure 3.19 vary between 70% and 85%, suggesting that a goodness of 70% represents a good
match between the two signals. These results conﬁrm the adequacy of the averaged multi-
dimensional transfer function approach in the system identiﬁcation, and signal reconstruction
of pneumatic channels.
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Figure 3.20 – Goodness of ﬁt values of reconstructed signals for L-Shaped probes (data set 6).
3.8 In-situ System Identiﬁcation of Embedded Pressure Probes on
Externally Pressurized Bearings
The sole purpose of the previous section was to conﬁrm the feasibility of pressure measure-
ments using remotely mounted pressure transducers through pneumatic channels, as well
as the development of a signal reconstruction procedure. Therefore, the exact same transfer
functions developed using the mockup and the Siren disk cannot be directly extended for
use on the actual embedded pressure probes in the instrumented rotor. Compared to the
actual running conditions on gas bearings, the previously developed transfer function had the
following issues:
1. The excitation pressure signal is of a different nature in the two cases. The Siren disk
maintained a minimum pressure value equal to 1 atmosphere independent of the
excitation frequency. Making the mean pressure value controlled solely by the peak
pressure value. On the other hand, inside the bearing, the complete pressure signal
shifts up or down as a function of frequency (rotational speed) due to the centrifugal
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growth of the rotor, as well as the pressure build up due to the bearing hydrodynamics.
2. The mockup probes had the same overall dimensions as the ones embedded in the rotor,
however the sealing technique was completely different. Also, manufacturing errors
between the two probes can inﬂuence the system dynamics.
Figure 3.21 – In-Situ transfer function of embedded Probe-1 using the instrumented EP bearing
as a reference signal generator.
Therefore, it was deemed essential to perform an in-situ identiﬁcation of the embedded
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pressure probes inside the rotor using an instrumented EP journal bearing. The technique
developed is using an EP bearing equipped with 25 micro pressure taps along the circumfer-
ence, which are connected to Scanivalve pressure scanners - ﬁgure 3.3. The pressure proﬁle
resulting from the pressure taps is considered as the true reference signal. The position of the
instrumented rotor is adjusted axially in order to ensure coincidence between the plane of
measurement of the embedded probe and the plane at which the pressure taps are located.
Details on the EP journal bearing design are given in chapter 4.
Figure 3.22 – Pressure signal reconstruction of Probe-1 at 37.5 krpm and a supply pressure of
10 bar using 5 harmonics.
The same identiﬁcation technique used with the Siren disk identiﬁcation is adopted to develop
the transfer function of the probes. Due to mechanical assembly restrictions, only two probes
were identiﬁed and used in the rest of the experimental campaign - probes 2 and 3 in Table
3.1.
Figure 3.21 plots the transfer function in the form of offset gain, harmonics gain, and phase
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Figure 3.23 – Testing the capability of the transfer function to reconstruct different sets of data
at the same control and independent variables (gof > 70%). The transfer function is developed
using a different data set than that reconstructed.
lag up to 37.5 krpm for probe 3. It is observed that the offset gain is decreasing as a function of
speed, which is considered a signature of system nonlinearity. Examining the gains of the ﬁrst
ﬁve harmonics, a strong attenuation is observed as a function of frequency. Comparing gain
values of different harmonics at a given frequency, it is observed that they do not match in
magnitude, which is considered another sign of system nonlinearity. Only 5 harmonics are
presented in this section, it will shown in chapter 6 that a maximum of 5 to 6 harmonics are
needed to reconstruct the signal accurately.
The inverse transfer function is used to reconstruct the measured signal as described in the
previous section. Figure 3.22 presents a sample of the reconstruction in time domain at 37.5
krpm and a supply pressure of 10 bar. Such reconstruction quality corresponds to a goodness
of 70%.
This probe identiﬁcation using EP bearings is the cornerstone of the quality of the produced
measurements. Therefore, it was of pinnacle importance to perform a systematic ﬁtness test
for the developed transfer functions in order to have conﬁdence in their blind use on other
bearings - without a reference signal. The ﬁtness test is comprised of 3 levels of testing:
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Figure 3.24 – Testing the capability of the transfer function to reconstruct data at a different
supply pressure and a constant rotational speed (gof > 85%). The transfer function is developed
at 7 bar, and the reconstructed data is measured at 5 bar.
1. Using the developed transfer function to reconstruct other data sets for the same control
and independent variables (supply pressure and rotational speed).
2. Using the developed transfer function to reconstruct data at lower supply pressure.
3. Using an interpolated transfer function to reconstruct data between two known transfer
functions (intermediate speed).
The ﬁrst test was performed using a transfer function developed using a certain data set, and
is used to reconstruct data from 2 other sets at the same test conditions - ﬁgure 3.23. The
second test was using a transfer function developed at 5 krpm and with 7 bar of supply air
pressure, then it was used to reconstruct data at the same speed but at a 5 bar. Reducing
the supply pressure shifted the pressure signal from 1.31 bar to 1.23 bar. The reconstruction
results were judged satisfactory as shown in ﬁgure 3.24. Finally, the third test was performed
using a transfer function resulting from the averaging of two transfer functions at 10 krpm
and 20 krpm. The transfer function is then used to reconstruct a signal acquired at 15 krpm.
The result was satisfactory (gof > 80%) given the large averaging window - ﬁgure 3.25. The
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Figure 3.25 – Testing the capability of the transfer function to reconstruct measurements using
interpolated gain and phase values - (gof > 70%). A transfer function is developed by interpo-
lating two transfer functions at 10 krpm and 20 krpm in order to reconstruct measurements at
15 krpm.
general transfer function developed is computed at each 2.5 krpm, making the blind range for
interpolation very small, hence, making the transfer function more robust. Passing the ﬁtness
test signaled the readiness of the developed transfer function to be used on other bearings.
3.9 Chapter Conclusions
The chapter presented the concept and design of the instrumented rotor used in the pres-
sure proﬁle measurement within the gas ﬁlm of foil and aerostatic bearings. The following
conclusions are made:
• An instrumented rotor with wireless telemetry and embedded pressure probes is de-
signed and prototyped. The rotor is capable of measuring the pressure proﬁle within
the gas ﬁlm of foil and aerostatic bearings at two axial positions simultaneously, and up
to 37.5 krpm.
• The embedded pressure probes are remotely mounted pressure transducers near the
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rotor center and connected to the measurement point through pneumatic channels
built inside the rotor.
• The remote mounting distorts (attenuation and phase lag) the measured pressure signal
due to the pneumatic channel.
• A pressure signal generator (e.g. Siren disk) is used for the system identiﬁcation (transfer
function development) of the probe (pneumatic channel + transducer).
• Using a Fourier series is used to develop a transfer function, as well as to reconstruct the
time domain signal in order to subtract the effects of the pneumatic channel.
• The embedded pressure probes of the instrumented rotor are in-situ identiﬁed using an
aerostatic bearing instrumented with pressure taps that describes the circumferential
pressure proﬁle. Measurements from the instrumented rotor are compared to the
measurement of the instrumented bearing (reference signal).
• Comparing the rotor side (probe) to the bearing side (taps) measurements a good match
was observed at quasi-static conditions.
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4 Externally Pressurized Gas Journal
Bearings Measurement Campaign
Before embarking on the experimental campaign on foil bearings, it was deemed necessary
to test the instrumented rotor on benchmark bearings. Externally Pressurized Gas Journal
Bearings (EPGJBs) were chosen for the task, mainly due to their load bearing capability at
stationary conditions, as well as their potentials for high-speed operation. This chapter
presents and discusses the results of the experimental campaign studying EPGJBs. The results
are presented in two main sections. The ﬁrst, presents measurements of spatially sampled
pressure ﬁelds inside the gas ﬁlm using bearings instrumented with pressure taps. The results
are compared to a ﬁnite difference bearing model, and based on the compressible Reynolds
equation. The second section, presents results using the instrumented rotor described in
Chapter 3 to measure the continuous pressure proﬁles within the gas ﬁlm of the same bearings.
Pressure proﬁles are presented at different speeds and supply pressures.
Part of the work presented in this chapter is published as:
• Shalash, K., Guenat, E., and Schiffmann, J., 2018. Spatially Sampled Pressure Pro-
ﬁle Measurements in Externally Pressurized Gas Journal Bearings. Tribology Transac-
tions, pp.1-28.
4.1 Introduction
Externally pressurized gas journal bearings (EPGJB) are a widely-adopted technology to sup-
port high-speed rotors [54], and precision machine tools [55]. The technology is attractive
due to its high stiffness and contact-free operation even at zero rotational speed. Such quali-
ties are at the kernel of high accuracy applications like manufacturing spindles and inertial
instruments [56,57]. The main disadvantages of the technology are: 1) its dependence on a
continuous supply of a compressed ﬂuid, 2) its high sensitivity to geometrical accuracy, hence,
demanding tight manufacturing tolerances, 3) its susceptibility to dynamic instabilities, and
4) its vulnerability to pollution and contamination.
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The load capacity in ﬂuid ﬁlm bearings is provided by the pressure ﬁeld within the bearing
clearance. Although knowledge of the pressure ﬁeld as a function of the rotor position is
imperative for the understanding of the behavior of rotor-bearing systems, as well as for the
validation of bearing models, measurements of pressure proﬁles inside the gas ﬁlm of EPGJB
are very scarce in the literature.
Most of the experimental effort to measure the ﬂow ﬁeld inside ﬂuid ﬁlm journal bearings were
done on oil lubricated bearings. Roberts and Hinton [58] measured the radial and axial pres-
sure proﬁle inside a short (L/D = 1/3) circumferentially grooved bearing at different Reynolds
numbers (40-50000). The bearing had a nominal diameter of 100 mm, and a clearance of 0.55
mm. Six equidistant piezo resistive transducers placed along a helix were used to measure
the ﬂuid ﬁlm pressure. The sensors were connected to the bearing via 0.5 mm pressure taps.
Results were in good agreement with theory for low eccentricity cases.
Brito et al. [59] performed similar measurements for a hydrodynamic journal bearing with two
axial grooves. The measurements investigated the inﬂuence of lubricant supply conditions
on the pressure and temperature proﬁles inside the bearing, as well as the rotor eccentricity.
Pressure taps of1 mm were drilled along the mid-plane of the bearing, and connected to
high precision Bourdon pressure gauges. The rotor nominal diameter was 100 mm with a
diametrical clearance of 171 ± 4 μm. Cristea et al. [60] measured the pressure and temperature
inside the oil ﬁlm of a circumferential grooved journal bearing. The pressure was measured
using 1.5 mm pressure taps, the rotor nominal diameter was 100 mm, the diametrical
clearance was 122 ± 4 μm.
The literature reports several studies presenting the pressure proﬁle measurement in axial
thrust bearings using pressure taps [1,61–65]. However, few publications reported pressure
measurements in gas journal bearings.
In 1961, Laub [66] reported the earliest zero rotational speed pressure proﬁle measurement
inside an EPGJB. The author used 6 pressure taps in the axial direction and 10 in the circumfer-
ential direction. The bearing was described to have 192 nozzles divided on 4 rows. No details
on the manufacturing tolerances were given.
In 1962, Lemon [67] presented pressure proﬁle measurements and compared it to analytical
solutions. The bearing had pocketed (recessed) supply restrictors, yet the full dimensions
of the bearing under investigation were not presented and experimental details were not
provided.
The report by Burt in 1969 [68] is the most detailed experimental pressure measurement in
EPGJBs that is available in the open literature. The tests considered a rotor supported on two
journal bearings and one axial bearing. The journal bearings had two rows of 4 equidistant
supply nozzles, with a relatively large diameter ( 1.12 mm for a 46 mm bearing diameter). The
author reported large deviations in the measured bearing clearance relative to the nominal
clearance (not quantiﬁed in the report). Only the axial pressure proﬁle was measured using 7
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equidistant pressure taps along the bearing length and at the same circumferential position.
The supply ﬂow rate was also measured to be 25% above the design value. Laminar ﬂow
theory was used to compute the axial pressure proﬁle, however, the model underestimated
the pressure compared to the measurement. The load capacity was overestimated by roughly
50% at zbar = 0.5. Better agreement in load capacity was achieved by changing the bearing
design to a lower Reynolds number ﬂow regime, suggesting an inﬂuence of turbulence on the
performance of EPGJBs.
In 1979, Pink and Stout [69] presented pressure proﬁle measurement in an EPGJB with feeding
pockets. The results were presented at zero rotational speed and solely for the sake of numeri-
cal result validation. The paper is the most recent in the literature concerned by the gas ﬁlm
pressure in EPGJBs, but unfortunately, details of the measurements were not provided.
Reviewing the literature reveals a gap in experimental ﬂow ﬁeld benchmark data for gas
lubricated EPGJBs. The few available articles are either incomplete, or missing crucial details,
hence, making the experimental literature insufﬁcient for a thorough model development and
validation.
4.2 Spatially Sampled Pressure Proﬁle Measurements Using Instru-
mented bearings
This section provides point measurements of the axial and circumferential pressure proﬁles
inside a 40 mm diameter (L/D = 1) EPGJB at different supply pressures and static loads.
The section also presents the bearing pressure proﬁle measurement at different rotational
speeds and up to 25 krpm. The corresponding mass ﬂow rates are also measured, allowing the
deduction of the bearing discharge coefﬁcients. Quasi-static load displacementmeasurements
were executed to investigate the bearing load capacity and stiffness as a function of supply
pressure. Deviations between the computations of a hydrodynamic EPGJB model and the
measured data are discussed in the framework of compressible ﬂow theory providing insight
into the origin of the deviation.
4.2.1 Numerical Modelling 1
The steady state isothermal compressible Reynolds equation for EPGJBs is adopted as pre-
sented in Lo et al. [70], and discretized and solved using the ﬁnite difference method im-
plemented in Guenat and Schiffmann [71]. The working ﬂuid (air) is considered an ideal
gas.
The supply restrictors are modeled as a source term present in the Reynolds equation that is
active only at the nodes corresponding to the positions of the restrictors in the ﬂuid ﬁlm do-
1The model implementation and the simulations presented in this section were performed by Mr. Eliott
Guenat at the Laboratory for Applied Mechanical Design between the period 2016-2017.
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main. An isentropic and adiabatic expansion through the nozzles from stagnation is assumed,

















































A discharge coefﬁcient should be deﬁned to model the actual mass ﬂow rate through the
restrictor. The sensitivity of the discharge coefﬁcient to the ﬂuid ﬂow condition, and the
restrictor’s geometry, makes the development of a generic model very challenging. To the
knowledge of the author there are no models covering the speciﬁc geometry and ﬂow condi-
tions of the restrictors under investigation. The empirical correlation proposed by Belforte
et al. [1] is developed using oriﬁce restrictors, which are different than the restrictors under
investigation (Different diameter, and L/D. To be discussed in details in section 4.2.4). How-
ever, they are considered the closest possible to the latter. Hence, the correlation is used to
estimate the discharge coefﬁcient in the present study.
A grid dependency analysis has been executed starting with 90 nodes as an initial seed. The






where n is a denser grid than m. In total 5 grids have been compared, the selected grid has
9360 nodes (65 axial and 144 circumferential) and yields a residual error rε in the order of 10−3
(0.1%) which is considered satisfactory.
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4.2.2 Test Bearing Description
The test bearings are made out of DIN EN 1982 Bronze. Each bearing has two feeding rows of
18 restrictor nozzles (100μm diameter and 1.1mm long). The two rows are located at z=±0.5
where z=Z/R. The two journal bearings are identical in terms of nominal dimensions and air
supply, however one of them was designed to measure the axial pressure proﬁle (bearing A),
and the other to measure the circumferential pressure proﬁle (bearing B). The supply and
measurements have two physically separated internal passages inside the bearing structure.
The tested bearings have a nominal radial assembly clearance of 30μm.
Figure 4.1 – Pressure tap locations in bearing A for axial pressure proﬁle measurement.
The pressure measurements are made through Ø0.3 mm pressure taps at various locations
inside the test bearings. A symmetric axial pressure proﬁle around the bearing mid plane is
assumed. Hence, bearing A is designed to have 6 measurement points capturing half of the
axial pressure proﬁle at z = -0.85, -0.75, -0.65, -0.5, -0.25, and 0. The taps are located on 3
equidistant axial planes between the supply nozzles - Figure 4.1. Bearing B has 25 pressure
taps along the bearing circumference (packaging maximum) yielding the circumferential
pressure proﬁle inside the bearing - Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2 – Pressure tap locations in bearing B for circumferential pressure proﬁle measure-
ment.
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4.2.3 Dimensional Metrology of the Rotor and the Test Bearings
The effect of manufacturing tolerances on the performance of EPGJBs was the focus of several
investigations. Stout and Rowe [72] studied the effect of manufacturing errors on oriﬁce and
slot entry bearings, and concluded that a double entry bearing is less sensitive to the effects
of manufacturing errors than single entry bearings. Pink and Stout [73] extended the work
by introducing a tolerancing procedure for compensated EPGJBs, and showed that minor
dimensional variations in the restrictor or the clearance can produce signiﬁcant discrepancies
in load capacity. Following these efforts, Stout [74] dedicated an article discussing in details
possible manufacturing errors in EPGJBs and their corresponding effects on performance. He
included the effects of the bearing roundness, form, and alignment, along with the restrictor
geometry, and bearing assembly clearance. The author highlighted major deviations in load
capacity due minor deviations in the bearing geometry. Stout and Pink [69] showed that
knowledge of the geometrical deviations in oriﬁce compensated EPGJBs can be used to
estimate the deviation in performance of such bearings.
Hence, special attention is given to ensure the accurate geometrical control of the rotor-
bearing system before embarking in the test program. The test rotors and bearings are mea-
sured using a commercial optoelectronic reader that converts the linear movement of the
measurement probe into an electronic signal. The rotor has a diameter of 39.369 mm ±1.16
μm. Bearing A has a diameter of 39.442 mm ±1.48μm. Bearing B has a diameter of 39.437 mm
±1.87 μm. As a consequence the measurements yield a radial clearance of 36.5 μm ±1.88 μm
in bearing A, and 33.86 μm ±2.2 μm in bearing B.
For the bearing A, the supply nozzles and the measurement taps are laser drilled from the
outside of the bearing using 4 mm counterbores for access, which are sealed after the man-
ufacturing - Figure 4.3a. The supply nozzles and the measurement taps were inspected and
measured with a digital microscope – Figure 4.3b. The supply nozzles measurement indicates
a mean diameter of 111 μm, with deviations within 6.6%. Hence, indicating an overall over-
sizing of the supply nozzle by 11%. The measurement taps are within 3% of the design value
(0.3mm). For bearing B, the supply nozzles and the measurement taps were drilled from the
inner diameter of the bearing using a special EDM (Electric Discharge Machining) electrode
setup. The drilling accuracy lies within 5%.
4.2.4 Mass Flow Measurement and Discharge Coefﬁcient Deduction
The mass ﬂow rate was measured for each of the two bearings simultaneously at different
supply pressures. Figure 4.4a shows that the mass ﬂow increases linearly with the supply
pressure, which is a clear indication of choked restrictors. The difference between the two
bearings is due to the larger supply nozzle diameter and clearance of bearing A as indicated
above. It was also observed that the measured mass ﬂow rate was not affected whether or
not the rotor was assembled inside the bearings. This can be explained by considering the
effective (smallest) throttling discharge area, which is governed by the nozzle cross-sectional
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Figure 4.3 – (a)0.1mm bearing supply nozzle geometry (dimensions in mm), (b) nozzle and
tap inspection and measurement using digital microscopy.
area A = πd24 , and not the curtain area A =πdC .
The measured mass ﬂow rate is then compared to theoretical mass ﬂow rates based on isen-
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Figure 4.4 – (a) Mass ﬂow rate measurement for the two test bearings as a function of supply
pressure (W =0.04), and (b) corresponding deduced discharge coefﬁcients.
Although the ﬂow is choked, the measured discharge coefﬁcient evolves inversely proportional
to the supply pressure - Figure 4.4b. This is due to the increase in the bearing pressure drop
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with the increase in the supply pressure. The estimated discharge coefﬁcients in the model of
Belforte et al. (12) overestimates the measured experimental values by up to 15% – Figure 4.4b.
This is attributed to the shorter restrictors (l/d = 0.75 to 1.5), and larger diameters (0.2, 0.3,
and 0.4mm) used in the development of the empirical model. The manufactured restrictors in
bearings A and B are long, with a length equal to 11 diameters. It is also worth mentioning that
the manufactured restrictors in bearing A are slightly convergent due to the nature of the laser
drilling technique. Moreover, and contrary to the model of Belforte et al. [1], the restrictors
under investigation are not of the inherent type since the ﬁlm thickness and the restrictor
diameter are of the same order of magnitude. The restrictor’s Reynolds number (Re = m˙dAμ )
ranged between 7777 and 4626 depending on the supply pressure level.
The uncertainty in the deduced discharge coefﬁcient due to the uncertainty in the nozzle
diameters is 12% and 9.3% for bearings A and B respectively. Hence, the measured mass ﬂow
rates are used as input to the bearing model. Making the assumption that all the nozzles have
the same geometries in a ﬁrst approximation allows the deduction of the mass ﬂow rate for a
given nozzle.
4.2.5 Effect of Supply Pressure on Circumferential and Axial Pressure Proﬁles
The axial and circumferential pressure proﬁles are measured at zero rotational speed for
different supply pressures. Figure 4.5b, d, and f compares the measured and the model
computed axial proﬁles inside bearing A supporting only the rotor (no external load and
imposing the measured mass ﬂow rate from Figure 4.4a). The maximum pressure is at the
length corresponding to the location of the supply nozzles row (z =−0.5). The pressure drop
between −0.5 ≤ z ≤ 0 is attributed to dispersion and to non-axial ﬂow effects [75], which
are the result of manufacturing variations in the supply nozzles that causes the air to ﬂow
around the bearing from regions of high pressure to low pressure. It should be stressed that
the measurement points are located between the feeding restrictors, and not at the same
circumferential angle– Figure 4.1. It is observed that doubling the non-dimensional supply
pressure from 5 to 10, increases the pressure inside the bearing only by an average of 22%,
which indicates that the restrictor ﬂow resistance is high compared to the ﬂuid ﬁlm resistance.
Numerically, the pressure at the position of measurement taps is obtained from the model
at the corresponding positions according to Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 and by imposing the
measured mass-ﬂow and supply pressure as operating conditions. The inﬂuence of the
variance in the bearing geometry as well as deviations in the supply nozzles diameters are used
to obtain a band of prediction. Mean geometrical values are used for a nominal simulation. It is
found that the pressure ﬁeld is strongly inﬂuenced by slight deviations in the bearing clearance
and in the supply nozzle diameter. The bounds of the manufacturing uncertainty at the point
z = 0 yield pressure deviations between -7.7% and 8.9% relative to nominal. The model is
in good agreement with experimental measurements between −0.5≤ z ≤−1.0, highlighting
the effectiveness of the measurements for model validation. Overestimation in pressure is
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observed between the supply nozzle and the middle of the bearing. Possible explanatory
hypotheses are:
1. The effect of dispersion and circumferential ﬂow are signiﬁcant in the test bearing.
Dudgeon and Lowe [76] studied the two effects on the performance of EPGJBs and
attributed large model overestimation to these factors.
2. Certain supply nozzles (potentially close to measurement taps) are beyond the standard
deviation of the measured nozzles, hence, creating circumferential ﬂows.
In support of the circumferential ﬂow hypothesis, a simple numerical optimization is per-
formed using the bearing model, where the individual diameter of each nozzle is multiplied
by a factor to perturb the mass ﬂow rate of each nozzle. In a ﬁrst case, the 36 nozzles adopted
factors varying between 0.4 and 2 (wide range). In a second case, the factors varied between
0.94 and 1.06 (tight range). For each case, the optimizer ﬁnds the set of factors minimizing the
absolute error between the computed and the measured axial pressure proﬁles. Both cases,
seems to capture some pressure drop in the center of the bearing. However, the ﬁrst case is
in better agreement with the experiment as shown in Figure 4.6. Hence, implying that the
deviation in the nozzle diameters is creating a circumferential ﬂow, which in turn is suggested
to be the root cause of the pressure depression in the center of the bearing.
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Figure 4.5 – Measured and predicted circumferential and axial pressure proﬁles at different
supply pressures (W =0.04).
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Figure 4.6 – Numerical axial pressure proﬁle with optimized nozzle diameters compared to
measurement.
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Figure 4.5a, c, and e presents the same exercise for the circumferential pressure proﬁle in bear-
ing B – without external load. Both the experiment and the simulation show a clear pressure
gradient between the supply restrictors, with the pressure building up near the nozzle loca-
tions and dropping slightly in between them. Qualitatively, the model is considered in good
agreement with the experiment. A slight over estimation of the pressure, however, persists. Yet,
the error is lower in comparison to the axial proﬁle validation. This can be attributed to the
speciﬁc location of the measurement at z =−0.5 which is away from the pressure depression
region in the center of the bearing. It should be noted that the circumferential and axial
proﬁles are measured inside two different bearings (i.e. different clearances and supply nozzle
diameters).
In order to quantify the recurring error between the simulation and the experiment, the pres-
sure values of the model at the measurement points are compared against the corresponding





For the design case of 0.7 MPa, the error along the bearing circumference at z =−0.5 had a
mean of 5.52%, a maximum and a minimum of 10.11% and 2.68% respectively. The error is
reaching a maximum at 330° and a minimum at approximately 120◦, phasing roughly 180◦.
Such observation suggests a slight eccentricity towards 120◦, which is also observed during
the measurements of the rotor position.
4.2.6 Effect of Rotational Speed on Circumferential and Axial Pressure Proﬁles
In order to assess the effect of the rotor speed on the ﬂuid ﬁlm pressure, the pressure proﬁles
at the design supply pressure of 0.7 MPa were measured at different rotational speeds up to 25
krpm. It should be stressed that since the axial and circumferential proﬁles aremeasured inside
two different bearings with slightly different clearances, the bearing compressibility numbers
(Λ= 6μΩR2PaC 2 ) are different for the same rotational speed (maximum compressibility 0.86 and 1.0
for bearing A and B respectively). It is observed that Increasing the rotational speed, increases
the pressure inside the bearings. Qualitatively, the shape of the pressure proﬁle was unaffected
by the rotational speed. It is hypothesized that ﬂuid ﬁlm pressure increase is due to the
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where






where Δh is the reduction in radial clearance, ρ the rotor material density, ω is the rotor speed,
R and r are the rotor’s outer and inner radii respectively, E is the Young’s modulus, and ν is the
Poisson ratio. For the Steel rotor used in the tests, the centrifugal growth at 25 krpm results
in a 1.3 μm decrease in radial clearance (3.56%). Two cases are simulated, one with nominal
clearance, and second reduced by 1.3 μm corresponding to the rotor spinning at 25 krpm -
Figure 4.7. The results of the simulations plotted in Figure 4.7 are in good agreement with the
measurement, and therefore highlighting the importance of considering centrifugal growth in
EPGJB models.
Figure 4.7 – Effect of centrifugal growth on the ﬂuid ﬁlm pressure proﬁle (W =0.04).
The mass ﬂow rate is measured at the different test speeds, showing no evident effects at the
nominal supply pressure of 0.7 MPa. This is because the throttling area is unaffected by the
centrifugal growth of the rotor (1.3 μm in radius), also the pressure buildup downstream of
the nozzles maintains the choked condition.
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4.2.7 Effect of Load on Displacement
Fleming et al. [78] conﬁrmed the assumptions of Powell [75] and showed that the stiffness
of EPGJBs is not signiﬁcantly affected by the rotational speed. Cunningham and Gunter [79]
suggested that measured stiffness values at zero rotational speed of such bearings is sufﬁcient
to estimate the rigid body modes of the rotor. Hence, it was found essential to quantify the
stiffness of the bearings under investigation.
The quasi-static load-displacement auxiliary setup introduced in chapter 2 was attached to
the test rig in order to measure the resulting displacement for a given load at zero rotational
speed. The accuracy of the proximity probe is ±1.3%, the accuracy of the load cell is ±1%.
The uncertainty propagation for the eccentricity ratio and stiffness deduction is estimated
to be ±6.57% and ±1.64% respectively (including the uncertainty in the measured bearing
clearance).
Figure 4.8a shows the measured load versus eccentricity ratio at different supply pressures in
bearing B. The load capacity increases both with eccentricity and with the supply pressure. It
is observed that the effect of supply pressure on load capacity is more predominant at high
eccentricities (≤ 0.5).
At very large eccentricities (≤ 0.8) and for low supply pressures (0.3 and 0.4 MPa), an area of
zero stiffness (instead of the expected single inﬂection point) is observed. This phenomenon
can be explained by considering a single nozzle under load, which will build up pressure as
the eccentricity increases. At a certain threshold eccentricity, the pressure will drop drastically
due to blockage (reduction in curtain area). Considering the rotor-bearing system under
investigation, and given their circular nature, at a given eccentricity, the supply nozzles are
not loaded equally. Hence, some nozzles are heavily blocked and stop contributing to load
capacity, while others are at peak pressure. Such behavior would propagate along the loaded
bearing circumference as the eccentricity continues to increase. Thus, the net reaction force
will be nearly constant at this range of eccentricities. Finally, the aggressive change in slope
near = 1.0 is due to the mechanical contact of the rotor with the bearing surface.
Figure 4.8b presents a deduced normalized stiffness (dWd ) versus eccentricity ratio for the dif-
ferent supply pressures. The observed stiffness is highly nonlinear as a function of eccentricity.
Thus, implying the necessity of deducing the stiffness at a given eccentricity ratio, within the
design process of EPGJBs.
In order to assess the bearing model, a comparison of the measured and computed load ca-
pacities is presented. For a given eccentricity ratio, the bearing load is evaluated by integrating
the pressure over the ﬂuid ﬁlm domain. The pressure ﬁeld is simulated with two different ap-
proaches. The ﬁrst is assuming a constant discharge coefﬁcient for the nozzles (independent
of the local ﬁlm thickness), and accounting only for the reduction in the minimum discharge
area (curtain area vs. restrictor area), in addition to the local thermodynamic conditions (heat
capacity ratio, pressure and density at supply conditions). The initial unloaded case uses the
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Figure 4.8 – (a) Measured normalized load capacity as a function of the eccentricity ratio at dif-
ferent supply pressures and at 0 rotational speed, and (b) corresponding deduced normalized
stiffness.
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measured mass ﬂow rate as a starting point - Figure 6a. The second uses the model of Belforte
et al. [1] for estimating the discharge coefﬁcient as a function of the local ﬁlm thickness and
Reynolds number.
Figure 4.9 – Normalized measured load as a function of the eccentricity ratio compared to
model data obtained (i) by imposing a constant measured Cd and (ii) by applying the Cd
correlation from reference [1].
Figure 4.9 compares the model predictions and the experimental measurement at 0.7 MPa
supply pressure and at zero rotational speed. The two approaches similarly overestimate the
bearing load capacity up to half the clearance, with a maximum of 50% overestimation (at
=0.25). Up to that eccentricity, both the measurement and the simulations adopt a relatively
linear trend, beyond which the two approaches behave differently. The constant Cd approach
evolves into a non-linear trend similar to the measurement, while gradually decreasing the
overestimation as a function of eccentricity. The approach using the Belforte et al. [1] model
is maintaining its linear trend and intersecting with the measured values at =0.655. Both
simulation approaches show a slight change in slope at =0.26, signaling the transition onset of
the throttling area, making the mass ﬂow rate dependent on the rotor position. Similar trends
are observed at different supply pressures. Higher levels of overestimations were reported at
large eccentricities by Burt [68], and Dudgeon and Lowe [76] -100% and 130% overestimation
respectively.
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4.2.8 Effect of Static Load on Pressure Proﬁles and Mass Flow Rate
Given the observed disparity between the computed and the measured load capacity, it was
deemed necessary to further investigate the root cause of this discrepancy. Therefore, the
circumferential pressure proﬁle ismeasured at zero rotational speed for a supply pressure of 0.7
MPa at four different loading levels exerted along the 180◦ direction (W =0,0.314,0.628,0.942)
and represented in Figure 4.10. The pressure proﬁle at no load is relatively axisymmetric
around the bearing center. As the load increases, the pressure is observed to increases on the
loaded side of the bearing and decreases on the opposite side.
The same modelling approaches described in the previous section are used for comparison
with the measurements. The models are capable of describing the qualitative evolution of
the pressure proﬁle with a high level of details. However, they are slightly overestimating the
pressure values at the loaded side of the bearing. Such observation corroborates with the
initial observation of the load capacity computation. At an eccentricity ratio of 0.618, the two
pressure proﬁles (constant Cd and Cd by [1]) are practically overlapping at the loaded side,
thus yielding similar computed load capacity as suggested in Figure 4.9. At high eccentricity (
=0.768), the results of the two modeling approaches deviate signiﬁcantly, with the constant
Cd approach in good agreement with the experiment, again verifying the conclusions from
the load capacity computation.
It is hypothesized that the pressure buildup inside the loaded bearing is highly sensitive to
the mass ﬂow rate through the individual supply nozzles, which are inﬂuenced by the rotor
position. At a given choked pressure ratio across the nozzle, the two variables governing the
mass ﬂow rate through the nozzle are the throttling area (cross-section or curtain), as well as
the discharge coefﬁcient .
Figure 4.11 shows the reduction in the measured total mass ﬂow rate, as well as the two
modeling approaches, as a function of eccentricity. Comparing the measurement to the
constant Cd modeling approach - which is also identifying the area reduction as a function
of eccentricity, it is observed that the mass ﬂow rate is not reduced as much as the throttling
area, evidencing that the discharge coefﬁcient is variable at different eccentricities (loads).
Hence, in order to compensate for the relatively higher mass ﬂow rate, it is then deduced
that the discharge coefﬁcient is inversely proportional to the gas ﬁlm thickness once the
curtain area is engaged – within the measured range, as at very large eccentricities (≤ 1.0),
the discharge coefﬁcient will tend to diminish. The discrepancy between the total nozzle area
and the measured mass ﬂow rate can be also explained by the potential dissimilarity among
the nozzles. Hence, shifting the transition of the nozzle area towards higher eccentricity ratios.
The second approach (Discharge coefﬁcientmodel of Belforte et al. [1]) shows a clearmismatch
in mass ﬂow rate even at concentric position, hence, conﬁrms the inadequacy of the model in
the estimation of the discharge coefﬁcient of the bearings under investigation. It is suggested
that this discrepancy is a consequence of the larger L/D ratio of the restrictors in compared
to the ones investigated by Belforte et al., thus underlining the need for new correlations
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Figure 4.10 –Measured circumferential pressure proﬁles under different loads for a supply pres-
sure of 0.7 MPa and zero rotational speed compared to model data obtained (i) by imposing a
constant measured Cd and (ii) by applying the Cd correlation from reference [1].
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Figure 4.11 – Effect of load on mass ﬂow rate and effective throttling area at 0.7 MPa supply
pressure.
for predicting discharge coefﬁcients of more capillary-like restrictors. Further, the evolution
of the effective throttling area (identical to mass ﬂow rate evolution at a constant Cd) in
Figure 4.11 and the evolution of the measured discharge coefﬁcient as a function of the supply
pressure suggest that the discharge coefﬁcient formore capillary-like restrictors varies less with
eccentricity and more with the supply pressure compared to classical restrictors according to
Belforte et al [1].
4.3 ContinuousPressureProﬁleMeasurementsUsing the Instrumented
Rotor
This section presents continuous pressure proﬁle measurements within the gas ﬁlm of EPGJBs
using the instrumented rotor described in Chapter 3. The pressure proﬁles are compared
to the bearing side measurements at different supply pressures at quasi-static conditions. A
complete quasi-static pressure ﬁeld inside the bearing is presented, which is highlighting the
imperfections of the pressure ﬁeld. Finally, the pressure is measured inside the bearing at
different rotational speeds up to 37.5 krpm.
4.3.1 Quasi-static Pressure Field Measurement at Different Supply Pressures
The instrumented rotor was supported on the instrumented EPGJBs described in the previous
section, with the embedded pressure probes measuring inside bearing B - ﬁgure 4.1. The
continuous pressure proﬁles were measured at the axial position corresponding to the location
of the measurement pressure taps as well as the supply nozzles(z =−0.5). The instrumented
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shaft was rotated quasi-statically to scan the complete pressure proﬁle. A comparison between
the two measurement techniques (rotor vs. bearing) at different supply pressure is presented
in ﬁgure 4.12, highlighting a good agreement between the two techniques. The rotor side
measurements captures the details of the pressure proﬁle within the bearing clearance. The
increase in pressure at the location of each nozzles is highlighted through 18 local pressure
peaks along the circumference. On the macro level, an increase in pressure at 130◦, and a
decrease at 280◦ are observed along the circumference, which are explained by the combined
effects of load, potential misalignments, as well as manufacturing errors that partially or fully
blocks some supply nozzles. It should be highlighted at this point that the bearing is only
loaded by half of the rotor weight in the direction of 180◦. The results of this comparison
strengthen the validation of the measurement techniques, as the same pressure proﬁles
(qualitatively and quantitatively)are measured using the instrumented rotor and the bearing.
Following this initial step, the instrumented rotor is used to scan the pressure proﬁles at differ-
ent axial positions covering the complete bearing length, and yielding a complete pressure
ﬁeld of the gas ﬁlm inside the EPGJB clearance. The pressure proﬁle is scanned every 1 mm
along the bearing length, by pushing the rotor axially using a micro-metric screw. The mea-
sured pressure ﬁeld inside bearing B is shown in ﬁgure 4.13, where it can be clearly observed
that:
1. The pressure proﬁle is not axisymmetric around the bearing center.
2. Supply nozzles are not equally pressurizing the bearing.
3. A pressure depression is present in the bearing center.
This measurement sheds more light on the problems of pressure depression and the over-
estimation of load capacity identiﬁed in ﬁgures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.8. The instrumented rotor
provided an empirical evidence to the previously made conjectures on the unequal air supply
of the nozzles, and also the pressure depression in the bearing center between the two rows of
supply nozzles. Such behavior is due to manufacturing errors in the bearing nozzles, as well
as potential misalignments. The distorted pressure ﬁeld highlights another potential reason
for the discrepancy between the calculation and the measurement of the load capacity - ﬁgure
4.8. The pressure drop between the two rows of supply nozzles is clearly shown in the ﬁeld
measurements, hence experimentally conﬁrming the conjectures made by Powell [75] on the
pressure depression in the center of EPGJBs. These conclusions would have not been possible
to conﬁrm empirically without the use of the instrumented rotor.
Figure 4.14 presents a contour map of the pressure ﬁeld inside the bearing. It is observed
that the supply nozzle at around 194◦ is fully blocked. A combined parallel and angular
misalignments are causing the high pressure region to be skewed around 180◦.
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Figure 4.12 – Measured circumferential pressure proﬁles at different supply pressures compar-
ing the rotor side to the bearing side measurements at z =−0.5 (W =0.04).
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Figure 4.13 – Measured pressure ﬁeld within the gas ﬁlm of externally pressurized journal
bearing B, at quasi-static conditions (W =0.04), and at a supply pressure of 6 bar (gauge).
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Figure 4.14 – Measured pressure contours within the gas ﬁlm of externally pressurized journal
bearing B, at quasi-static conditions (W =0.04), and at a supply pressure of 6 bar (gauge).
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4.3.2 Circumferential PressureProﬁleMeasurement atDifferentRotational Speeds
The instrumented rotor is tested on EPGJBs up to 37.5 krpm. The dynamic response of the
rotor supported on the EPGJBs at a supply pressure of 10 bar (gauge pressure) highlights a
critical speed at 14.4 krpm, at which the maximum synchronous vibration amplitude of the
rotor is 33μm at the back bearing - ﬁgure 4.15.
Figure 4.15 – Dynamic response of the instrumented rotor in terms of (a) peak-peak amplitude,
and (b) phase lag measured from the front and back bearing measured at a supply pressure of
10 bar (gauge).
Pressure proﬁles are measured at z = −0.5. As expected and explained in section 4.2.6 the
pressure builds up within the bearing clearance as the speed increases due to the centrifugal
rotor growth, which is consequently reducing the bearing clearance. Figure 4.16 shows the
pressure proﬁles at 10 to 37.5 krpm. The proﬁles are measured using probe 3, and corrected
using the transfer function presented and developed in the previous chapter. Five harmonics
are used to reconstruct the signal.
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Figure 4.16 – Circumferential pressure proﬁles at different rotational speeds, Psuppl y = 10bar
(gauge) , and at z =−0.5.
4.4 Chapter Conclusions
The chapter presents a comprehensive set of benchmark measurement data for externally
pressurized journal bearings. A novel test rig dedicated mainly for pressure measurement
within the micro gas ﬁlm of the bearing is presented. The following conclusions are made:
1. The axial and circumferential pressure measurement successfully validated the bearing
model by Lo et al. [70].
2. Discrepancies in the supply nozzle shapes create circumferential ﬂows at zero rotational
speed inside the bearing, which are the main cause of the pressure drop in the bearing
center between the two rows of nozzles.
3. The simulated bounds of manufacturing errors result in pressure deviations between
-7.7% and 8.9% relative to the nominal (based on mean geometrical values).
4. The empirical model by Belforte et al. [1], which has been validated for small L/D
restrictors is not adequate for the estimation of the correct mass ﬂow rates through the
nozzles. This is likely due to the different range of the nozzle geometries used in the
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development of the empirical correlation. The restrictors implemented the bearings of
this investigation are clearly outside of the range of available discharge correlations in
literature.
5. Knowledge of the exact mass ﬂow rate of each individual nozzle as a function of the ﬁlm
thickness is required for the accurate estimation of the load capacity. This is highlighted
in the presented pressure proﬁles at different loads, which were strongly inﬂuenced
by the discharge coefﬁcient of each individual nozzle. As a consequence of the lack of
this knowledge, the simulated loaded pressure proﬁles, as well as the load capacity, are
overestimated by up to 50%.
6. The measured load capacity, and the deduced stiffness, show a non-linear stiffening
behavior, in particular above 20% eccentricity. Hence, highlighting the importance of
stiffness estimation at the speciﬁc design eccentricity.
7. The load capacity can be overestimated by the model by up to 50%, this shall be taken
into consideration while deﬁning the design’s factor of safety.
8. The instrumented rotor successfully measured the pressure ﬁeld within the bearing
clearance at different supply pressures and speeds. The measurements conﬁrmed the
imperfection of the bearing under investigation, as well as the potentials for misalign-
ment.
Finally, it should be stressed that further research should be directed towards developing
more universal discharge coefﬁcient models – especially for micro-holes (≤ 0.1 mm), with
large l/d restrictors. It is believed that the presented pressure measurements will serve as a
comprehensive validation platform for EPGJB model development.
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5 Foil Bearing Manufacturing
This chapter discusses the challenges of foil bearingmanufacturing. First, a general description
of the manufacturing process is presented. Followed by a process optimization to minimize
shape errors in the formed foils due to springback. A modiﬁcation for the bump foil forming
die yielded signiﬁcant improvements in the reproducibility and accuracy of manufacturing.
Another attempt to further improve the manufacturability was adopting the cantilever beam
compliant structure, which showed superiority in manufacturing compared to bump foils.
Manufacturing errors for the classical bump foil, the modiﬁed bump foil, and the cantilever
beam foil were measured and statistically quantiﬁed. Finally, the effect of these manufacturing
errors on the overall roundness of the bearing, the static stiffness, as well as the expected
critical mass for a given rotor setup is also presented in this chapter.
The work presented in this chapter is published as:
• Shalash, K., and Schiffmann, J., 2017. On themanufacturing of compliant foil bearings.
Journal of Manufacturing Processes, 25, pp.357-368.
• Shalash, K., and Schiffmann, J., 2017, June. Comparative Evaluation of Foil Bearings
WithDifferent Compliant Structures for ImprovedManufacturability. In ASME Turbo
Expo 2017: Turbomachinery Technical Conference and Exposition (pp. V07AT34A014-
V07AT34A014). American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
5.1 Introduction
The classical foil bearing is constructed of three main components, which are the bearing
sleeve, the bump foil, and the top foil - Figure 5.1. The ﬁrst is considered the main holder
of the foils, the second is a corrugated foil which acts as a compliant structure to support
the rotor, and the latter is a cylindrical foil that creates the ﬂuid ﬁlm wedge along with the
rotating shaft. Although foil bearings are a relatively old technology [80], they still suffer
from some practical issues, among them is the problem of fabrication. The literature is
very limited on the topic of foil bearing manufacturing [3,81–83]. Moreover, the presented
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Figure 5.1 – Foil bearing construction elements.
know-how in these manuscripts is considered alike and relies mainly on experience and trial
and error. It was recently shown that such techniques produce inaccurate foils in terms of
dimensions [84]. The lack of available manufacturing know-how and analysis is hindering the
scientiﬁc development, as well as affecting the performance of foil bearings.
5.2 Motivation and Nature of the Issue
The key role of the bump foil is to provide a compliant underlying structure. The foil bearing
compliance is governed by the bump foil material and geometry. Iordanoff [2] deduced an
analytical formula for a single bump compliance, where he accounted for the effect of the
welded and the free bumps. Iordanoff used the bump length, height, pitch, and thickness
which are considered the standard descriptive variables of the bump foil geometry as shown
in Figure 5.2:
Figure 5.2 – Geometrical design variables of a bump foil that inﬂuence its compliance.
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The main manufacturing complication in foil bearings is the fabrication of the bump foil (the
source of compliance), as the sleeve and the rotor can be manufactured with good accuracy.
The foil forming process includes stamping and heat treatment of metal sheets of a certain
thickness. Metal forming processes, however, suffer from an elastic-driven change in the shape
after the load release, which is due to the ﬁnite modulus of elasticity and the yield strength
of the material, a phenomenon called “springback”. Therefore, geometrical uncertainty of a
bump foil due to manufacturing noise will generate uncertainty in its compliance, and hence
will affect the dynamic performance of the rotor bearing system. These uncertainties might
have a positive effect on the system, such as breaking symmetry, however they should be
quantiﬁed.
Springback is usually geometrically compensated for in tooling design, and/or by over bending
of metal sheets. Increasing creep and decreasing yield strength by increasing temperature
during loading is expected to decrease the springback [85–87]. There has been an extensive
amount of research in the area of springback compensation [88–91], however none of it was
directly concerned with foil bearings. Hence, manufacturing guidelines for accurate foil
bearings are missing. For the simple case of a ﬂat foil formed to an arc shape, springback is
geometrically quantiﬁed by the change in radius and angle of the arc after the load is removed.
Figure 5.3 shows the ﬁnal formed top foils for different heat treatments at a constant loading
pressure (formed with the same die), and highlights both the springback and the sensitivity of
the foil shape to the manufacturing process. The foil at the bottom of the ﬁgure has the largest
springback and the lowest heat treatment temperature, while the foil at the top has the lowest
springback and the highest heat treatment temperature.
Figure 5.3 – Effect of heat treatment temperature and duration on springback showing reduced
residual error with increasing heat treatment temperature.
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Fixing the bump pitch and the foil thickness, and using basic Euclidean geometry, the bump
could also be described using the bump radius, and angle. The rationale behind adopting
different descriptive variables is that springback directly affect these two geometrical features.







A sensitivity analysis on the bump radius and angle has been performed in view of assessing
the propagation of the bump geometry uncertainty on compliance. The mean bump radius
and angle are used as input variables to model the bump compliance both varying on a
hypothetical range of +/- 5% around a mean design value [3]. Figure ?? shows a normalized
bump foil performance map that highlights the effect of bump radii and angle deviations on
bump stiffness.
Figure 5.4 – Effect of bump radius (abscissa) and angle (ordinate) deviation on the normalized
bump stiffness (contours) – bump foil stiffness map. The Iordanoff [2] model is used to
calculate the stiffness.
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The sensitivity is around 5% change in stiffness for each 1% change in the bump angle. Similar
conclusions could be drawn on the effect of the bump radius deviation. It was found that a 1%
change in bump radius yields a 5% change in stiffness. A theoretical robust design, however,
should exhibit a sensitivity slope equal or close to zero (changes in geometry shall not affect
the performance variable). It is worth mentioning that the manufacturing tolerance in bump
radii of foil forming dies can be within 1% without taking into account for other process related
deviations. It is therefore concluded that the bump foil compliance is far from robust for a
classical bump foil design, as it is highly sensitive to minimal changes in the geometry, thus
highlighting the importance of the accurate manufacturing of bump foils.
5.3 Goals and Objectives
The goal of this chapter is to shed light into the foil bearing manufacturing know-how and to
propose a more robust compliant foil design compared to the classical one. The objectives are
to:
1. Assess known manufacturing procedures.
2. Investigate the effect of manufacturing process variables on springback.
3. Quantify the manufacturing errors.
4. Propose new and more robust compliant foil designs, and compare them back to back.
5. Assess the effect of manufacturing errors on foil bearing performance.
5.4 Manufacturing Process Assessment
5.4.1 Material selection
Choosing the proper foil material is of a great importance to the foil bearing design, as the
material limitations will impact the overall bearing performance [92,93]. The foils should be
compliant, withstand heat, and offer the required damping to the rotordynamic system. It
was shown in the literature that Inconel is an adequate solution, as it exhibits an acceptable
modulus of elasticity and can withstand high temperature, which is important if the foil
bearing is to be implemented in high temperature applications [13,94,95]. Stainless steel is a
cheaper alternative, with some drawbacks like lower operational temperature when compared
to Inconel, and sensitivity to certain coatings [93,96–98]. San Andrés et al. [99] used copper
in their metal mesh foil bearing for its enhanced Coulomb damping characteristics when
compared to an equivalent Stainless Steel metal mesh. San Andrés et al. [100]and Kim et
al. [101] reported using chromium molybdenum steel for the top and bump foils. Xu et
al. [102] used Beryllium-Copper alloy in an oil lubricated leaf type foil bearing. Also, Kulkarni
et al. [103] used the same material for bump foils, signifying its use for its self-lubricating
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properties. Although the Beryllium–Copper alloy exhibits excellent metal working capabilities,
the existence of such a toxic material in a foil bearing is debatable for some applications. In
this work Stainless Steel 1.4310 was selected as the foil material.
5.4.2 Foil shaping
In order to shape the foils, the cut foils are pressed inside a tooling (die) with the required foil
geometry and then exposed to high temperature. The die is usually manufactured of a heat
resistant alloy (Inconel – Stainless steel) to allow the toolings to withstand thermal fatigue.
DellaCorte et al. [104] and Ruscitto [3] proposed a rule of thumb using ﬂat dies for the bump
foils, where the foils are pressed, and produced in a ﬂat form, then rolled around a mandrel to
get the required curvature.
A mandrel diameter 2/3 of the required ﬁnal diameter of the bump foils is suggested to
compensate for the springback effect. For the top foils a roller is proposed to produce the
required curvature. DellaCorte et al. [104] also executed a qualitative sensitivity study on the
required forming load to achieve adequate bump foil deformation, and concluded that a unit
load of 28 MPa is satisfactory to achieve the required foil shapes. Dykas et al. [83] published a
similar fabrication guideline where 20 MPa were used to form annealed Inconel foils X-750.
Better foil quality was claimed using Polytetraﬂuoroethylene (PTFE). However, no quantitative
measurements were done on the springback of the foils, assuming that Inconel foils would
maintain their formed shape. Yet, a major problem with the cold forming of the foils is the
springback effect, which is an unceasing threat to the foil accuracy.
In this work the forming technique uses dies which are designed to produce the required
curvature and features of both the top and bump foils as shown in Figure 5.5. The die should
be manufactured to perfection and exhibit a good surface ﬁnish which would be reﬂected
on the produced foils, for EDM cut dies, a surface roughness Ra of 0.2 is achievable. The
foil is then carefully placed and ﬁxed inside the tooling, then pressed before undergoing the
heat treatment. It is worth mentioning that a drawback for this technique is the necessity to
manufacture a die for each bearing diameter and each foil thickness.
5.4.3 Heat Treatment
The heat treatment is a critical step in the foil fabrication. Depending on the material of the
foil, as well as the state of the formed material, the heat treatment would signiﬁcantly change.
For Inconel foils, precipitation hardening transforms the shaped foils from the annealed
state and increases the material strength. There are several heat treatment recipes possible
for any material [105], and for foil bearings it is desirable to select the recipes yielding high
spring properties and fatigue resistance to remain constrained by the functionality of the
foils as compliant structures. DellaCorte et al. [104] summarized some of the possible heat
treatment recipes for Inconel X-750 foils. For Stainless Steel, the formed foil requires stress
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Figure 5.5 – Forming dies used to form the top (right) and the bump foils (left). The cut foils
are placed into the dies, pressed and then subjected to the heat treatment process.
relief annealing, that is the heat treatment to reduce residual stresses after cold working. One
major difference between heat treatment of Stainless Steel and Inconel is the fact that Stainless
Steel requires being heat treated inside the pressed die, as the available Stainless Steel in the
market is usually partially hardened, and the annealed stainless steels are usually not heat
treatable for hardening purposes.
5.4.4 Coating
A drawback of foil bearings running at low speeds is the mechanical contact occurring between
the rotor and the top foil. For this reason the top foils are usually coated with a dry lubricant
to accommodate for the friction between the two elements during startup and shutdown.
Coating is the last process of manufacturing the foils. Rubio and San Andrés [106]used Teﬂon®
as a dry lubricant, also, Song and Kim [97] used it to coat one side of the top foil with an extra
thin layer of Chromium Nitride on the top of it. Shafts are also coated with dry lubricants,
DellaCorte et al. [107] coated a 35mm diameter shaft with a 0.35mm thick layer of PS304
running on foil bearings. The large arena of solid lubrication technology is beyond the scope
of this chapter, however, advancements in this technology goes inseparably with the foil
bearing development [108–110].
5.5 Non-Intrusive Geometry Measurement
A crucial step in the assessment of manufacturing deviations is an accurate measurement
technique. The foil bearing fabrication literature relies either on the accuracy of the forming
dies, or adopts ad-hoc measurements methods, both techniques will not quantify springback
accurtely. The structure of the formed bump foil requires a proﬁlometer to measure its full pro-
ﬁle. Most of high accuracy proﬁlometers are mechanical devices, which use a stylus to probe
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and measure dimensions. Such technique, however, is not feasible due to the foil compliance.
Hence, an optical non-intrusive geometrical measurement technique has been established
to quantify the springback. A numerical code has been developed internally by Mr. Lucas
Alloin1 to assess the manufactured foils in an inexpensive, fast, and fully automated manner.
The code receives high resolution two dimensional scans of the formed foils (4800 dpi), and
treats the images to measure the overall radius of the foil, and the radii of each of the bumps
constructing the foil. The algorithm relies on treating the grey scaled pixels representing the
scanned foil cross-sections as data points, subsequently recognizes the bumps and ﬁts circles
through them, as well as the overall foil radius using a Nelder–Mead method algorithm - Figure
5.6. The ﬁtting of the circles identiﬁes the radii and their corresponding center coordinates.
Consequently, the bump angle (α), the intersection angle (θ), the bump height, and clearance
are calculated. Similar but less accurate techniques could be found in [111,112].
Figure 5.6 – Optical measurement of a manufactured foil using a high resolution scanner and
a post-processor code.
5.6 Optimization of the Manufacturing Process
Since there is no reliable published manufacturing procedure for foil bearings, it was decided
to discover the optimum procedure to minimize springback. When experimenting for different
factors affecting a certain response, the one factor at a time approach is proven to be expen-
sive, time consuming, and does not necessarily fully explain the observed phenomena [113].
Founded on these facts, Design of Experiment (DoE) procedures have produced different
algorithms to plan and analyze experiments. Factorial design is a DoE algorithm developed by
Fisher in the 1930s, where a number of levels is selected for each factor (variable), and then
experiments are executed in all possible combinations of these factors [114]. Such algorithm
is useful in system characterization, which would permit the optimization of the studied
manufacturing process.
1Mr. Alloin developed this work under the supervision of the author during an internship at the Laboratory for
Applied Mechanical Design in 2014.
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A DoE approach is used to decide and plan the necessary experiments to produce sufﬁcient
data to understand the different manufacturing process variables (factors) affecting the spring-
back measured as the bump foil overall radius (response). After executing the data collection
procedure, a model is developed to quantify the effects of each factor. Afterwards, an analysis
of variance inference is performed to identify the signiﬁcance of each factor. The three factors
under investigation are: (i) the forming pressure, (ii) the heat treatment temperature, and (iii)
the heat treatment duration.
5.6.1 Full Factorial and Modiﬁed Composite Designs
A three factor two level factorial design has been chosen for the initial exploration of the
experimental domain. The levels of forming pressures are 300 and 400 bars, heat treatment
temperatures of 500°C and 600°C, and heat treatment durations of 3 and 5 hours. The chosen
measured response is the overall radius of the bump foil error compared to the design value of
20.73mm. It can be shown that the overall radius of the bump foil is a comprehensive measure
of the springback effect.
Table 5.1 – Full factorial experimental design
Experiment Forming Heat Heat Springback
pressure treatment temperature treatment duration Error
[-] [bar] [◦C] [h] [%]
1 300 500 3 -13.65
2 400 500 3 -9.69
3 300 600 3 -2.67
4 400 600 3 -4.23
5 300 500 5 -9.26
6 400 500 5 -9.41
7 300 600 5 -4.63
8 400 600 5 -3.33
The results in Table 5.1 show that a minimum springback error of -2.67% is obtained from
experiment 3. The best contenders are results from experiments 3, 4, 7, and 8. The common
factor between those points is a heat treatment temperature of 600°C.
As the factors are three different physical quantities, a normalization is required for the
different factors. The upper and lower values of each factor are normalized to 1 and -1
consecutively. A linear model with interaction is developed taking the following form:
Y =βmean +XPβP +XTβT +XDβD +XP XTβPT +XP XDβPD +XT XDβTD + (5.3)
Table 5.2 summarizes the estimation results, presenting the model coefﬁcients, the relative
effects, the squared errors, t-statistics, and p-values. It can be seen that the temperature has
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the highest relative effect with a magnitude of -47.74%. The negative sign of the effect indicates
that increasing the temperature factor would decrease the springback error. Pressure and time
factors also have negative effects on the response, but they are much lower in magnitude as
well as the effects of interactions. The results suggests a high insigniﬁcance of the pressure
factor (P value above 70%). Hence, it was omitted and the regression was repeated only for the
temperature and duration factors as well as their interaction and the results summarized in
Table 5.3. The model and the temperature were both signiﬁcant above 99%. However, the time
and interaction factors were shown insigniﬁcant.
Table 5.2 – Statistical inference of full factorial design
Coef. [β] RE SE tStat pValue
Mean 7.11 0.87 8.16 7.76%
P -0.44 -6.24% 0.87 -0.51 70.01%
T -3.39 -47.74% 0.87 -3.9 16.00%
D -0.45 -6.35% 0.87 -0.52 69.58%
P:T 0.51 7.16% 0.87 0.58 66.35%
P:D 0.16 2.20% 0.87 0.18 88.70%
T:D 0.72 10.08% 0.87 0.82 56.20%
In conclusion, increasing the heat treatment temperature signiﬁcantly reduces the springback.
This is attributed to both an increase in creep and a decrease in the yield strength of the
stainless steel. The forming pressure is an inert factor having an insigniﬁcant effect on the foil
quality compared to the other factors, consequently it was removed from the studied factors in
the following experiments. The heat treatment duration effects also exhibited low conﬁdence
levels, however it was decided to keep it under investigation for further experiments.
Table 5.3 – Statistical inference of modiﬁed full factorial design
Coef. [β] RE SE tStat pValue
Mean 7.11 0.56 12.77 0.02%
T -3.39 -47.74% 0.56 -6.1 0.37%
D -0.45 -6.35% 0.56 -0.81 46.30%
T:D 0.72 10.08% 0.56 1.29 26.76%
A sequential augmentation was necessary to further explore the experimental domain, and to
increase conﬁdence intervals. For this purpose, a two-level modiﬁed composite design with
single centered point is adopted, with an alpha value (distance of axial point to the center of
the experimental domain) of 3 (instead of 1). The reason for changing the value of alpha is
to conﬁrm the positive effect of a high heat treatment temperature, while going beyond the
uncertainty of the furnace. The model is modiﬁed to account for the removal of the pressure
factor and the inclusion of second order effects as follows:
Y =βmean +XTβT +XDβD +XT XDβTD +XT 2βT T +XD2βDD + (5.4)
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The results of experiments 1, 3, 5 and 7 are retained, where the forming pressure is 300bar. In
order to be consistent, this same pressure is used in the additional experiments. This design
produces variance inﬂation factors below 3, implying a low multicollinearity.
Table 5.4 – Composite experimental design
Experiment Heat Heat Springback
treatment temperature treatment duration Error
[-] [◦C] [h]
1 500 3 -13.65
3 600 3 -9.69
5 500 5 -2.67
7 600 5 -4.23
9 400 4 -20.77
10 700 4 -2.44
11 550 1 -9.15
12 550 7 -3.91
13 550 4 -8.25
The modiﬁed composite design domain was bounded by a heat treatment temperature be-
tween 400°C and 700°C, and a heat treatment duration between 1hr and 7hrs. Table 5.4
summarizes the results of the composite design. The minimum relative error of 2.44% comes
from experiment 10. Table 5.5 shows the different relative effects and their corresponding p-
values. Note the high relative effect of temperature and its corresponding low p-value, yielding
a high conﬁdence level. The highest relative effect is the interaction between temperature
and duration, yet the p-value is very high, yielding a very low conﬁdence level concerning the
effect of this factor.
Table 5.5 – Statistical inference of composite design
Coef. [β] RE SE tStat pValue
Mean 7.47 2.34 3.19 4.95%
T -7.85 -105.06% 2.74 -2.87 6.42%
D -4.38 -58.60% 2.74 -1.6 20.80%
T:D 12.67 169.58% 19.62 0.65 56.43%
T2ˆ 4.08 54.57% 4.04 1.01 38.71%
D2ˆ -1 -13.34% 4.04 -0.25 82.10%
The model shows an optimum value of temperature equal to 675°C, which would yield a
minimum foil radius springback error of 2.2%. However, since the optimum temperature is
critically close to the recrystallization temperature of Stainless Steel at 700°C, the adopted
optimum temperature was decided to be 650°C for a duration of 5 hours – Figure 5.7. Even
though the duration’s conﬁdence level is relatively low, it is known that aging time inversely
affects springback. Also, enough time is needed to heat the die equally, 5 hours resulted the
minimum springback.
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Figure 5.7 – Effect of heat treatment temperature on the bump foil overall radius springback.
5.7 Manufacturing Uncertainty Assessment
After the identiﬁcation of the optimum manufacturing process a statistical manufacturing
uncertainty quantiﬁcation is done using 14 foil samples that would correspond to 126 bumps.
Before the ﬁrst use of the die, a proﬁle measurement for the concave and convex parts was
done using the mechanical probe measuring system Hommel T8000 of Jenoptik. The purpose
of the measurement is to ensure the correct dimensions and tolerances of the foil shaping die
after EDM machining. The standard deviation of the probe measurement is less than 1 micron
for the bump radius. Three proﬁles were measured on each of the two parts of the die and
the average values are used as reference. The measurement showed an average error of 0.09%
in bump radius for the concave part, and 0.35% for the convex part compared to the design
dimensions. These results were considered satisfactory to proceed the foil manufacturing
procedure.
Measurements of the bump radii and their corresponding bump angles are represented in
Figure 5.8. The results shows a linear correlation due to the ﬁnite length of the bump arc. To
avoid the estimation procedure being sensitive to outliers in the measured data, the lowest
and highest 5% of the bump radii were trimmed. The correlation shows a sensitivity between
the bump radius and angle errors of approximately 1%/%. The geometrical interpretation of
the correlation is presented in Figure 5.9.
Figure 5.10 shows a scatter of the measured bump samples on the bump foil performance
map. The resulting error in stiffness spans between -20% and 40% of the nominal design value
and therefore suggests a signiﬁcant deviation between the expected and the resulting bump
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Figure 5.8 – Correlation between measured bump radius and angle springback errors suggest-
ing a linear correlation.
Figure 5.9 – Effect of springback on the geometry of the bump.
stiffness. Hence, this result experimentally highlights the lack of robustness of the produced
foils.
A non-parametric Kernel distribution was ﬁtted to describe the statistical distribution of
the 126 measured bump radii and their corresponding bump angles. Due to the linear and
inversely proportional relationship between the bump radius and angle, the normalized
statistical distribution for both variables is identical in shape, yet one is positively skewed and
the other is negatively skewed. Figure 5.11 shows the ﬁtted distribution augmented to 100,000
samples and normalized by design value. The normalized mean and mode are 1.05 and 1.02
respectively. The larger mean compared to the mode signiﬁes a clear positive skewness of the
bump radii, which is a tendency to obtain oversize bump radii as a result from springback.
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Figure 5.10 – Scatter of measured bumps on the bump foil performance map suggesting
signiﬁcant increase in bump stiffness as a result of manufacturing deviations.
The distribution of the normalized bump radii ranges between 0.95 to 1.3.
Figure 5.11 – Augmented statistical distribution of measured normalized bump radii.
A Monte Carlo simulation using the augmented random sample distributions for the bump
radii and corresponding angles as input for the Iordanoff model [2] has been performed. The
analysis yields a normalized mean stiffness of 1.108 and a mode of 1.095 (i.e. approximately
10% above the design value). The distribution is close to normal, ranges between 0.7 and 1.6
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with a relative standard deviation of 12.4%.
5.8 Effect of Foil Bearing Manufacturing Errors on Local Clearance
and Circularity
Geometrically, and based on the hypothesis that the bump arc length is considered constant
(no local elongation occurs), the effect of springback on the bump geometry is an increase in
the bump radius, yielding a decrease in the bump angle. Such change in shape is expected to
reduce the bump height, hence increase the local nominal assembly clearance – Figure 5.12.
The actual bump height after the springback effect is deﬁned as follows:
hbD =RD − [XD −RSleeve ] (5.5)
M =
√




hbact = hbD − [RSleeve −M ] (5.7)
The deviation in the bump height directly inﬂuences the local clearance at the point of irregu-
larity, yielding a non-circular inner diameter for the bearing.
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Figure 5.12 – Effect of springback error on bump height.
Local clearance calculation of the manufactured Gen II bump foils ranges between -50% and
150% of the design clearance – based on equation (5). The mean corresponds to a 50% increase
in clearance with a relative standard deviation of 70% compared to the design value, suggesting
that even the optimized manufacturing process yields signiﬁcant deviation from the targeted
design values. It should be emphasized that the magnitudes of the nominal clearance error
are a function of the rotor and bearing sleeve diameters, as well as deviations in the actual
bump height, which are the main driver of the overall deviations.
It is concluded that deviations in the bump radius and/or angle affect the bump height and
hence perturb both the local design clearance and stiffness along the bearing circumference,
which would yield effects similar to selective shimming [115] and tailored compliance [116].
However, their magnitude and locations are uncontrollable and random by nature - Figure
5.13.
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Figure 5.13 – Sketch of ampliﬁed implications on the bearing geometry due to manufacturing
deviations.
5.9 Finite Element Analysis of the Bump Foil Forming Process
In order to identify both the springback phenomenon and its distribution along the bump
foil and to assess the effect of the bump foil geometry on springback and therefore on man-
ufacturing deviation a Finite Element simulation for the forming process was implemented
on ABAQUS® v6.14 2. The model simulates a 2D rigid tooling geometry and a 0.1mm thick
stainless steel sheet as represented in Figure 5.14. The analysis of the forming process was
divided into three phases where the ﬁrst is the closing of the die, the second simulates the
heat treatment, and the last is the die opening - Figure 5.15. The ﬁrst and the third parts are
dynamic simulations with high strains, plastic deformations and important friction effects,
thus, explicit simulations were adopted. The heat treatment phase is a quasi-static simula-
tion with a coupled temperature displacement analysis. To simulate the effect of the ﬁxing
binder, the foil area that should be in contact with the binder is ﬁxed to the die. Two different
surface-to-surface contacts have been created between the foil and the two part of the die.
The elasto-plastic relation of the 1.4310 stainless steel has been deﬁned with a Ramberg-
Osgood model at different temperatures [117]. A Norton power law is used to take into account
for creep [118]. The parameters are calibrated based on experimental data from ambient
temperature to 1000°C [119].
Coupled temperature-displacement plain strain with second order accuracy elements are
adopted in this model. Linear elements are chosen for their better hourglass control for
quadrilateral elements. As the simulation was mainly concerned with springback, the position
of the free tip of the foil after the opening of the die was chosen as an indicator for grid
independence. The displacement during the closure of the die converged with less than 2.5%
relative error for 5 elements in the foil thickness, yielding an element thickness of 0.02 mm. It
was shown that odd numbers of elements describes the physics with a better accuracy due to
the existence of a neutral ﬁber. A sensitivity analysis was executed to determine the damping
2Mr. Simon Wicki is acknowledged for preliminary work on the development of the Finite Element model
during his semester project under the supervision of the author at the Laboratory for Applied Mechanical Design
in 2016.
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Figure 5.14 – FE computational domain representing the two rigid dies and the undeformed
foil before the die closing.
Figure 5.15 – Von Mises stress on one bump during the closing of the die.
coefﬁcient yielding a critically damped response. It was shown that a damping coefﬁcient of
0.3 yields the minimum time to achieve a steady state position.
The effect of friction on springback was investigated in prior work, which suggests that spring-
back is sensitive to friction coefﬁcients [120–125]. Hence, a sensitivity analysis was performed
for friction level between the foil and the die. The standard Coulomb friction model was
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Figure 5.16 – Effect of friction coefﬁcient between the die and the formed foil on bump foil
overall radius springback.
adopted and simulated for different levels of friction. The results conﬁrm that springback is
highly dependent on the friction coefﬁcient. A friction coefﬁcient of 0.05 yields the minimum
springback - Figure 5.16. However, a friction coefﬁcient of 0.1 is used in the model as it ﬁts the
experimental data, also a friction coefﬁcient below 0.1 between Stainless steel and Inconel is
very difﬁcult to achieve experimentally.
Simulation results of the foils after load release and heat treatment were used to quantify
springback with the same treatment used for the experimental investigation described above.
Figure 5.17 represents the comparison of radius and intersection angle springback error for
each bump for both the FE results and the experimental measurements of the manufactured
bump foils. The FE results lie within the standard deviation of all the experimental measure-
ments and follow the same trend. Bump number 1 is the ﬁrst bump near the foil lip, and
bump number 9 is last bump at the free end. The ﬁgure suggests that the two variables have
similar trends along the foil. In addition, it can be seen that larger springback occurs near
the foil lip (ﬁxture), this is due to the large change in curvature at this point, which would
inﬂuence the bumps in close proximity. The error bars on the ﬁgure represents the standard
deviation (2-sigma) of the manufacturing process on each bump, and not of the measurement
procedure, which is estimated to be negligible compared to that of manufacturing process.
Note that the bumps towards the free end yield lower errors suggesting that the clamping
of the foil at the lip itself is responsible for part of springback. The resulting overall bump
foil radius is plotted in Figure 5.7 thus suggesting good agreement between the numerical
methodology and the experiments presented above.
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Figure 5.17 – FE model validation with measured bump radius error (Top) and intersection
angle θ (Bottom) for each bump.
Figure 5.18 shows the von Mises stress distribution along the foil length after the closure of the
die at a friction coefﬁcient of 0.1. Since springback after the die opening is directly related to
the stress level the latter can be used to identify the locations of major springback. The stress
levels suggest that the main stress pike occurs at the main edge of the foil used for ﬁxture.
Local maxima appear in the sharp bends of the foil after each bump to follow the main circular
proﬁle, thus corroborating the θ-springback error represented in Figure 5.17, the sharper
the intersection angle, the higher the stresses, hence, the higher are the intersection angle
springback errors - analogous to the bending of a metal sheet with large bend angles. Local
minima are observed within the bump themselves. The results therefore suggest that the main
driver for springback of the classical bump foils are the discontinuities of curvature at the
bump-land transitions.
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Figure 5.18 – Von Mises stress along the formed foil with local maxima indicating the transition
between the bump and the land region and local minima occurring on the bumps themselves.
Figure 5.19 – Original (a, and c )and modiﬁed (b, and d) die designs.
5.10 Improved die design
Based on this analysis, a second die was designed to reduce springback, while maintaining
the same bump foil compliance and foil thickness. The rationale behind the new design is
the reduction of the foil curvature by eliminating the 90° bend at the main edge for ﬁxture,
and replacing it with an edge that follows the curvature of the bearing. In addition, the sharp
bends between the bumps are replaced by a smooth curve, resulting in a ﬁnal shape similar to
a sinusoidal wave along the overall bump radius - Figure 5.21. The geometrical modiﬁcations
were a consequence of the reduction of the distributed stress along the foil, which is expected
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to reduce the springback as a consequence. A comparison between the two forming dies is
represented in Figure 5.19 comparing the two ﬁxtures (a and b) and the classical and sinusoidal
bumps (c and d).
Figure 5.20 – Die curvature and Von Mises stress along the formed foil comparing original and
modiﬁed die designs.
Figure 5.20 shows the absolute curvature of both die geometries (a), and the comparison
between the two geometries in terms of von Mises stress after the die closure (b). The mean
stress along the foil was reduced by 17.4% compared to the original design. The springback
was reduced by 69% in a cold forming simulation.
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Figure 5.21 – Geometrical features of the modiﬁed bump foil eliminating the sharp theta angle.
The modiﬁed foil die was prototyped in Inconel X750 using EDM. 6 foil samples were tested at
the optimum forming conditions mentioned previously. The modiﬁed design produced better
foils in terms of mean and variance. The mean normalized bump radius is 1.0096, and ranges
between 0.95 and 1.068 compared to 0.95 to 1.3 for the classical bumps. The relative standard
deviation drops from 12.4% to 1.7%. Figure 5.22 shows the probability density functions of
the original and modiﬁed forming dies in terms of normalized bump radius. The reduction in
variance suggests a signiﬁcant improvement in accuracy and robustness.
Figure 5.22 – Kernel distribution of the normalized bump radius comparing the original die
design to the modiﬁed die design and highlighting the improvement in robustness (precision)
and accuracy.
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5.11 Cantilever Type Compliant Structure
In an attempt to further improve the manufacturability of the compliant structure and to
avoid the springback deviation effect, the Cantilever type compliant foil structure [126–128]
was investigated, as its manufacturing does not rely on metal forming techniques. A ﬂat foil is
laser cut or chemically etched, creating segments of cantilevers within the foil – Figure 5.23.
The stiffness of the cantilevers can be easily estimated for small deﬂections based on beam
theory. Figure 5.24 shows the dimensions of the Cantilever foil beams.
Figure 5.23 – Cantilever compliant foil bearing (all beams are in contact with the sleeve).
The laser cutting ensures an accurate cantilever geometry, hence eliminating the effect of
geometrical deviations due to manufacturing uncertainty related to metal sheet die forming.
Figure 5.24 – Dimensions of the cantilever beam foil.
After cutting, the foil is wrapped and placed inside the bearing sleeve, the potential energy
stored in the wrapped foil will ensure the engagement of the cantilevers on the bearing sleeve.
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The cut foil can be also heat treated around a mandrel to get a plastic round shape before
placing it inside the bearing sleeve - Figure 5.25.
Figure 5.25 – Heat treatment of Cantilever beam foils.
It is worth mentioning that for this design the heat treatment process would not affect the
essence of the compliant structure compared to the bump foil structure. The cantilever
will perform similar to bump type compliant structures in terms of nonlinear sequential
engagement and structural damping.
The manufactured cantilever foils under investigation are measured using an optical tool.
Deviations in the beam length and width are ± 0.44% and ± 2.19% respectively. The deduced





yields variations within ± 3.56%. Where Lbeam is the length of the cantilever beam, E is the
modulus of elasticity, and I is the second moment of area. Deviations within the cantilever
beam thickness were considered negligible given the relatively small surface area of the foil
(131mm x 40mm). The effect on local clearance is estimated through analyzing the effect of
deviations of cantilever beam lengths on the sagitta (represents the bump height in a cantilever
beam foil). The error in the sagitta lies within ± 0.9%, making the deviations in bearing local
assembly clearance within ± 7%, which is considered a major improvement compared to the
Gen II bump type classical foil bearings, where the local clearance deviations are within -50%
and +150%.
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5.12 Effect of Foil Bearing Manufacturing Errors on Rotordynamics
Since the local clearance deviations inﬂuence the local ﬂuid ﬁlm it seems evident that they also
inﬂuence the rotordynamic bearing performance. In order to asses these effects the foil bearing
model of Kim and San Andrés [129], and adopted by Schiffmann and Spakovszky [115] is used
as a platform for a Monte Carlo simulation assessing the effect of random deviations in bearing
local clearance on the stability of the rotor. The model adopts the frequency domain method;
hence it is incapable of simulating the time domain orbit evolution or of predicting limit cycles
beyond the onset speed of instability. The model solves the compressible Reynolds equation
using the perturbation method of Lund [130]. Small perturbations around an eccentric rotor
are introduced to yield partial differential equations for the zeroth and ﬁrst order pressure
perturbations. The partial differential equations are solved using the ﬁnite element method of
Faria and San Andrés [131] and Faria [132]. Integration of the zeroth order pressure ﬁeld yields
the static force components for a given static eccentricity. The integration of the ﬁrst order
terms of the pressure ﬁeld determines the direct and the cross-coupled stiffness and damping
coefﬁcients. A detailed description of the bearing under investigation is summarized in table
5.6.











Ambient Pressure [kPa] 101.325
The Monte Carlo simulation uses shimming as a mechanism to introduce local clearance
disturbances to the bearing. By adding shims at the bump locations along the bearing cir-
cumference and randomly changing their heights, local changes in the bearing clearance are
introduced – effects that mimic Figure 5.13. The number of shims is equal to the number of
bumps and are located at the same angular location (21 shims – 17.14° apart). One thousand
bearing scenarios were simulated for each bearing design with a uniform statistical distribu-
tion for the shim thickness that results from the evaluation of the manufactured and measured
foils. The shim height for the classical bump, the Sinusoidal bump, and the Cantilever beam
range between -50% to +150%, ±50%, and ±7% respectively of the bearing assembly clearance.
The stability criterion used in the simulation is the critical mass parameter deﬁned by Pan [133]
and modiﬁed by Schiffmann and Spakovszky [115]. Figure 5.26 shows the critical mass as a
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function of compressibility number for inaccurate bearings of different designs compared
to the perfect bearing. The results suggest that random deviation in the local clearance have
signiﬁcant effects on the bearing stability. For the classical bump design, only 311 cases of
the 1000 simulations converged to a solution, signifying the existence of 689 cases were there
was either a touchdown or the numerical scheme could not converge due to very large rotor
eccentricities. Note that almost all the converged cases yield better dynamic performance
compared to the perfect geometry bearing, which is in some cases improving the critical
mass by four orders of magnitude. For the Sinusoidal bump design, 552 cases converged,
yielding mostly improved stability. The converged cases seem to disperse less compared to
the classical bump design, which is a result of the reduced manufacturing deviation. Finally,
for the Cantilever beam design, 979 cases converged and the stability is barely affected by
the manufacturing deviations. It should be noted, that the accurate manufacturing of the
Cantilever beam foil bearing, which results in less deviations in the local bearing clearance
is the main reason behind its good performance repeatability. It is also deduced that a ±7%
tolerance on the circularity of the foil bearing clearance is acceptable from a stability point of
view.
These results suggest that manufacturing deviation affect the local bearing clearance, which
has a signiﬁcant effect on foil bearing stability. This effect can either be very favorable or
inversely result in reduced performance or even local touchdown. The consequence is that
manufacturing deviation due to the bump foil springback introduces difﬁculties/challenges
in controlling and predicting the dynamic behavior of a foil bearing supported rotor.
Radil et al. [134] investigated the effect of radial clearance on foil bearing load capacity. The
authors concluded that reducing the clearance by half can reduce the load capacity by 70%,
and doubling it decreased load capacity by 30%. The authors reported an optimum value of
clearance for maximum load capacity. This highlights the importance of deﬁning appropriate
manufacturing tolerances for foil bearings, as well as developing novel foil bearing designs that
eliminate the root cause of the manufacturing problem, i.e. unpredictable and non-repetitive
springback.
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Figure 5.26 – Effect of bump foil manufacturing errors on the stability of foil bearings. Perfectly
manufactured bearings should all lie over the black theoretical line. The results highlight the
robustness of the cantilever beam design in terms of accuracy and precision. (Only feasible
solutions are plotted)
5.13 Static Load-Displacement Measurements
The auxilliary setup described in Chapter 2 is used to perform load-displacement tests on
the different bearings. The tests are performed on a rotor shaft supported on two radial foil
bearings. The loading is done via two torque arms connected via wires to the rotor shaft, the
load is gradually exerted using lab jacks. Two load cells are implemented within the loading
loop to measure the force during pulling and pushing. Optical proximity probes are ﬁxed on
the bushing of each bearing for measuring the resulting displacement due to the load. Three
bearing designs were tested: (1) Baseline (bump type Gen II) bearings composed of three
bump foil pads (120 degrees’ arcs) and one top foil per bearing, (2) bump type Sinusoidal
adopting the same layout as bearing 1, and (3) Cantilever type bearing with a single foil
as the compliant structure and one overlaid top foil. The bearings under investigation are
summarized in Table 5.7. The design bump heights are similar for bearings 1 and 2 and equal
to 0.8mm, the bump heights are measured relative to the bearing sleeve, hence curvature
effects are taken into consideration. The equivalent variable for cantilever bearing 3 is the
sagitta of the beam that is equal to 1mm.
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1 Bump Type Gen II Stainless Steel
2 Bump Type Sinusoidal Stainless Steel
3 Cantilever Type Stainless Steel
The test program measured load and displacement at three equally spaced points along the
bearing circumference (120°). It is common practice to use load-displacement curves to
quantify the actual assembly clearance between the bearing and the rotor [16,24,40]. In this
work the foil bearing clearance is deﬁned as the distance the rotor travels before experiencing
signiﬁcant resistance from the bump foils. The accuracy of the optical probe is ±1.3%, whereas
the one of the load cell is estimated ±1%. The uncertainty propagation for the stiffness
calculation yields ±1.64% (See chapter 2).
Load displacement curves of test bearing 1 - Figure 5.27a left - shows signiﬁcant changes in
slope for the three load cases, yielding changes in the bearing radial stiffness distribution
as shown in Figure 5.27a right. Such a behavior results in a bearing anisotropy manifested
mainly at high bearing numbers, where the bearing stiffness is mainly driven by the underlying
structure. The bearing clearance ranges between 0.16mm to 0.2mm. Test bearing 2 (sinusoidal
bump foil) yields slightly improved results compared to test bearing 1 – Figure 5.27b, with
the bearing clearance ranging between 0.17mm and 0.2mm at three different equally spaced
measurement points along the bearing circumference. Deviation in clearance still persists,
yet deviations in stiffness are reduced compared to the classic Gen II bearing. Test bearing 3
yields signiﬁcant improvement both in stiffness and clearance robustness along the bearing
circumference. The measured clearance ranges between 0.14mm and 0.16mm - Figure 5.27c
left. The measurement suggests that the Cantilever compliant structure can produce stiffness
levels similar to those of the bump design - Figure 5.27c right. The discrepancies both in clear-
ance and stiffness are signiﬁcantly reduced compared to the two other bump type bearings
under investigation (≈ -50% deviation). This is a direct consequence of the fact that Cantilever
foil manufacturing does not rely on shaping through dies and plastic material deformation
and are therefore not exposed to springback induced deviation. It is therefore suggested
that a compliant Cantilever type structure is a promising candidate for both improving the
understanding of foil bearing technology and the predictability of this technology.
Hysteresis loops are visible in all load displacement curves, which are considered a signature
of Coulomb friction. It can be clearly shown that the Cantilever bearing 3 exhibits the most
pronounced hysteresis compared to bump type bearings 1, and 2. It can be speculated that
the slight reduction in hysteresis shown in the sinusoidal bearing 2 compared to the classical
Gen II bearing 1 is due to the different geometrical features. The sinusoidal shape is in contact
with the bearing bushing (sleeve) on speciﬁc lines between the bumps instead of ﬂat segments
when compared to classical Gen II bump foil – Figure 5.19. Such reduction in contact would
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be expected to inﬂuence the Coulomb friction, hence the resulting hysteresis.
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Figure 5.27 – Measured load-displacement and deduced stiffness-displacement for different
foil bearings at three points inside the bearing. The results conﬁrm the superiority of the
cantilever beam foil bearing in terms of manufacturing robustness (precision).
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5.14 Chapter Conclusions
A review of the available knowledge in the fabrication of foil bearings was brieﬂy presented. It
was shown that the available know-how is not sufﬁcient for the accurate manufacturing of
foil bearings. The bump foil compliance was shown to be sensitive to the bump angle and
radius, even for small errors of bump geometry (5% error in compliance for each 1% error
in bump radius). A manufacturing procedure was selected using forming dies adopting the
overall curvature of the bump foil. Due to the complexity of the bump foil shape, an optical
measurement technique was developed for the purpose of the detailed geometrical measure-
ment of the formed bump foils. Consequently, a DoE approach was used to identify the effect
of heat treatment temperature, duration, and forming pressure on the foil springback. A FE
model was developed to simulate the forming process of the foil inside the die. Manufacturing
uncertainties manifested as springback were quantiﬁed statistically, and different compliant
structures were investigated from a manufacturing perspective.
The following conclusions were made:
• It was shown that the heat treatment temperature is the signiﬁcant factor affecting the
measured springback. It was also shown that the optimum temperature for Stainless
Steel (1.4310) foil forming is 650°C.
• The results of uncertainty quantiﬁcation showed a 6% mean bump radius error, and
the measured samples ranged between -5% to 30% error, which highlights the lack of
robustness of both the manufacturing process and the bump foil design. The analy-
sis showed major deviations in bearing clearance and compliance due to springback
inducing signiﬁcant effects on bearing performance.
• A linear correlation was found between the bump radius and bump angle errors, which
is explained by the ﬁnite arc length of the bump.
• A Monte Carlo simulation was done with the quantiﬁed uncertainty distributions for
the bump geometrical errors. The mean of obtained compared to design stiffness is an
increase by 10% with a relative standard deviation of 12.4%.
• The FEA suggests that the stress levels within the foil are very sensitive to the shape of
the die. It was shown that modifying the geometry of the forming die, by eliminating all
the sharp bending locations, as well as aggressive changes in the bump foil curvature,
the mean stress along the foil can be reduced by 17.4%, and springback by 69%.
• The modiﬁed die design was prototyped and tested and proving signiﬁcant improve-
ments. The accuracy improved in terms of the mean bump radius error, which reached
a value 1% instead of 6% in the original design. The robustness also improved by having
a signiﬁcantly lower range of error for the different measured samples to range between
-5% and 6% instead of ranging between -5% and 30% in the original die design, and a
reduction in relative standard deviation from 12.4% to 1.7%.
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• Generation II foil bearings rely mainly on sheet metal forming techniques, hence suffer
from springback problems that would change the bump radii and angles, which would
directly affect the bearing local clearance and compliance. A statistic was constructed
for bump foils manufactured using an optimized procedure. The statistic shows an
error in local bearing clearance varying between -50% and +150%. A large variance is
also present suggesting a lack of robustness of the optimized manufacturing process. It
should be noted that in this work only Stainless Steel (1.4310) foils and curved forming
dies were investigated.
• A Cantilever compliant structure design replacing the bump design was investigated
from a manufacturing point of view. Since such designs do not rely on metal forming to
achieve the design compliance.
• The effect of manufacturing errors was further investigated on the rotordynamic stability
of foil bearings supported rotors. A Monte Carlo simulation was performed including
random deviations in the local bearing clearance. The results suggest that the effects of
manufacturing errors on the local bearing clearance can have a signiﬁcant and uncon-
trollable effect on the bearing stability and performance. For the classical bump design
only 31.1% of the simulated bearings were feasible and mostly more stable compared
to the perfect bearing design. However, the stability threshold varies signiﬁcantly for
the different bearings. The more accurate Cantilever design shows signiﬁcant improve-
ments, with 97.9% feasible bearings. For a given rotor mass, the stability threshold was
found nearly constant for the all the Cantilever bearings under investigations. Although,
the presented simulation is not experimentally validated due to the difﬁculty of testing
large numbers of bearings under similar conditions, the results are the outcome of a
well-established and experimentally validated foil bearingmodel. The effects of man-
ufacturing errors on the foil bearing performance are similar to selective shimming, a
concept also validated [115].
• Results of theMonte Carlo simulations show that a ±7% manufacturing tolerance on the
circularity of the foil bearing clearance is acceptable from a stability point of view.
• Cantilever, Sinusoidal, and Classic foil bearing designs were statically tested using a
load displacement auxiliary test-rig. It was found that the Cantilever foil bearing yields
less deviations than bump type elastic foil bearing structures. The bearings under
investigation showed that the Cantilever bearing structure varied in clearance between
0.14mm to 0.16mm, the Sinusoidal bearing varied between 0.17mm to 0.2mm, and
ﬁnally the baseline Classical Gen II bearing deviated between 0.16mm and 0.2mm.
• Foil bearing manufacturers are recommended to adopt improved die designs (e.g. Sinu-
soidal Bump) in order to improve the accuracy of manufacturing, if they are wishing to
maintain the sheet metal forming process. Otherwise, adopting a different manufactur-




6 Compliant Foil Journal Bearings Mea-
surement Campaign
This chapter presents circumferential pressure proﬁle measurements within the gas ﬁlm of a
40mm (L/D = 1) Gas Foil Journal Bearing (GFJB) at two axial planes (z = 0, and -0.5) using
the instrumented rotor introduced in chapter 3. A detailed description of the bearing under
investigation is provided. The measured pressure proﬁles are compared to the computational
results of the model of Kim and San Andrés. To the knowledge of the author, this chapter
provides ﬂuid ﬁlm pressure measurements which are presented for the ﬁrst time in the foil
bearing literature.
6.1 State of the Literature
The literature attempting the measurement of ﬂuid ﬁlm variables in gas foil bearings (pressure
and thickness) is limited to the NASA report by Ruscitto et al. [3]. The authors planned to
simultaneously measure the pressure and the ﬁlm thickness inside an operating foil journal
bearing. The bearing under investigation was of the bump type, with one bump foil (360◦),
and one overlaid top foil, which were both made out of Inconel X-750 for the purpose of the
intended application (gas turbine engine). The authors adopted a ﬂoating bearing conﬁgu-
ration, where the test rotor was supported on roller element bearings and was driven by a
turbine. The rotor was instrumented with custom made gap and pressure sensors to measure
the circumferential proﬁles inside an overhung ﬂoating test foil bearing. The sensors were
powered and their signal was transmitted using a slip ring assembly. The ﬂuid ﬁlm proﬁles
were measured at different loads (up to 200 N), and speeds (up to 60 krpm).
Ruscitto et al. [3] were unsuccessful in measuring the pressure proﬁles, due to the cutoff fre-
quency of the used pressure sensor, which was essentially a proximity probe that measured the
deﬂection of a ﬂexible membrane. The authors conﬁrmed the ﬂawed pressure measurement
by testing their instrumented rotor on a plane gas bearing with a static pressure tap. The
comparison was not in favor of continuing the pressure measurement campaign.
The ﬁlm thickness measurements were successful, and were compared to a foil bearing model -
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ﬁgure 6.1. The comparison yielded a large descripency between measurement and simulation,
with an underestimation of the gas ﬁlm thickness, a corresponding overestimation in the
pressure proﬁle within the gas ﬁlm can be deduced. 31 years later, San Andrés and Kim [135]
attempted a second comparison with the measured ﬁlm thickness using foil bearing model
that takes into account the elasticity of the top foil. The authors were not satisﬁed by the
clearance deﬁnition and value given by Ruscitto et al. [3] for their test bearing, and hence,
chose a clearance value that matches the measured minimum ﬁlm thickness. Even with this
modeling approach, the model presented was only able to capture the location and the value
of the minimum ﬁlm thickness inside the bearing, the rest of the proﬁle was signiﬁcantly un-
derestimated. These results clearly suggests that a signiﬁcant gap exists between experimental
data and GFJB models.
Figure 6.1 – Comparison between measured and predicted ﬁlm thickness within the gas ﬁlm
of a journal foil bearing, highlighting a signiﬁcant underestimation by the model. [Repro-
duced from reference [3], and used with permission of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration]
6.2 Description of Bearing Under Investigation
The GFJB under investigation is of the sinusoidal type described in the previous chapter. The
bearing has 3 stainless steel bump foil pads (120◦), and 1 continuous stainless steel top foil
coated with PTFE. In order to adjust the assembly clearance of the bearing, round metal shims
(top foil) are used to reduce the clearance.
The test bearing was measured with an inner bore probe in order to identify the circularity
of the bearing under investigation. The measurements showed more than 300μm (peak-
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Figure 6.2 – Photograph of the actual test foil bearing under investigation highlighting the
location of the feedline, the direction of rotation, and the angular reference.
peak) of runout error. Figure 6.3 shows the measured circularity proﬁle in the bearing center.
Such deviations are expected to signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the pressure proﬁle measurements.
The bearing inner diameter was also measured at 3 points (60◦) using a Société genevoise
d’instruments de physique (SIP) machine. The measurements were executed at a constant
maximum load of 10 grams, yielding the following diameters: 39.50, 39.44, and 39.29 mm,
hence, conﬁrming the lack of circularity of the foil bearing. Given that rotor diameter is 39.37
mm, the measured bearing diameters yields clearance values of 0.065, 0.035, and -0.04 mm.
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Figure 6.3 – Circularity deviationmeasured in themiddle of the foil bearing under investigation.
± 150 μm deviation in circularity is observed. A perfectly precise bearing should yield a
horizontal straight line at 0 μm.
6.2.1 Load-Displacement
The load-displacement auxiliary setup described in chapter 2 is used to identify the load-
displacement characteristics of the GFJB under investigation. The curves shows a relatively
high preload, as no apparent displacement occurs at no load - ﬁgure 6.4. Hence, the bump
foils are immediately engaged at the onset of displacement. A hysteresis loop is observed
signaling the existence of Coulomb friction damping.
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Figure 6.4 – Load-displacement curve of the foil bearing under investigation (back bearing).
No visible assembly clearance (displacement at no load) is observed.
6.2.2 Bearing Preload Estimation
Given the compliance of the GFJBs, the assembly clearance of the bearing is a murky concept.
An alternative to the clearance is the preload, which is the pressure exerted on the rotor due to
the GFJB assembly. As the rotor spins and pressure builds up inside the bearing, at a certain
rotational speed, the pressure is sufﬁcient to push away the top foil and a gas ﬁlm is created. A
large preload would ensure high rotordynamic stability [15,115], on the expense of thermal
loss and seizure risks, and vice-versa.
DellaCorte et al. [136] suggested a procedure to estimate the preload pressure using break-
away torque measurements at different static loads. The auxiliary break-away torque setup
described in chapter 2 is used to perform this experiment. The experimental procedure
starts with placing the bearing around a dummy rotor (same rotor diameter, and surface
coating as the instrumented rotor), the bearing is then loaded statically using a deadweight.
Consequently, the torque arm connected to the dummy rotor is gradually loaded. The force
measured at the onset of the rotor’s break-away multiplied by the length of the torque arm is
the break-away torque for a given static load.
The slope of the friction force versus static load is the apparent friction coefﬁcient. By ex-
trapolation, the breakaway force at zero static load is the friction force. Dividing the friction
force by the apparent friction coefﬁcient yields an average normal preload force, which is
circumferentially pressing the top foil against the rotor. Dividing the normal force by the
bearing’s circumferential area (perimeter x length), yields an average preload pressure.
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Figure 6.5 – Friction force versus static load used to quantify the bearing preload pressure.
The bearing under investigation was tested up to 319.5 N of static load. Figure 6.5 plots the
friction force versus static load. The extrapolation yielded a friction force of 1.032 N at zero
static load, and an apparent friction coefﬁcient of 0.03. Hence, yielding a preload pressure of
6.85 kPa.
6.3 Dynamic Response of Instrumented Rotor
The running cycle starts from stationary conditions, ramping up to 30 krpm (linear ramp
5s/1000 rpm), cruising at speed, and free spinning down to stationary. Figures 6.6 and 6.7
presents a waterfall plot of the dynamic response of the rotor through the front and back bear-
ings. The front bearing is the one close to the coupling, while the back bearing is the one where
the pressure measurement are executed. Observing the waterfall plot, a clear synchronous
amplitude is following the speed increase. The front bearing is clear of any subsynchronous
vibrations, a minute supersynchronous (2x, and 3x) vibration is observed. The back bearing
adopts a similar synchronous behavior, yet some nearly negligible subsynchronous vibrations
are present at a constant frequency that appears at 26 krpm, at a frequency of 135 Hz (0.31x
Frot ).
The synchronous dynamic response (peak-peak amplitude), and phase lag measured from the
front and back bearings are presented in ﬁgure 6.8. A large ampliﬁcation due to resonance is
observed at 9.3 krpm, beyond which no other critical speeds are encountered up to 37.5 krpm
while the rotor is vibrating conically.
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Figure 6.6 – Waterfall plot of the instrumented rotor response measured from the front foil
bearing [peaks are cropped for visibility, maximum amplitude is 150 μm at approximately 150
Hz].
Figure 6.7 – Waterfall plot of the instrumented rotor response measured from the back foil
bearing where the pressure measurement are executed.
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Figure 6.8 – Dynamic response of the instrumented rotor in terms of (a) peak-peak amplitude,




The mean of the x-y proximity probes signal is interpreted as the static eccentricity of the rotor.
The eccentricity is deﬁned as the center of the rotor orbit normalized by the bearing clearance.
In rigid bearings, this is usually done by measuring the minimum and maximum rotor travel
within the bearing clearance using the x-y proximity probes. However, since foil bearings are
compliant by nature, and the rotor can travel beyond the assembly clearance of the bearing,
such technique is impossible. Therefore, the absolute distance between the center of the orbit
and the proximity probe is measured, which can give an indication of the behavior of the
eccentricity. The distance is measured relative to the stationary rotor position. Figure 6.9
shows the vertical and horizontal components measured during a coast down from 37.5 krpm
to stationary conditions. The vertical component is measured below the rotor and opposite to
the gravity load vector. It is observed that the rotor withdraws away from the probe towards
the bearing center by 9.5 μm at maximum speed in an exponential trajectory. The horizontal
component starts by abruptly withdrawing away from the probe by 9.7μm at 4.8 krpm, then
inﬂects and starts reapproaching the probe to remain at a distance of 4μm at maximum speed.
Figure 6.9 – Static rotor position at different speeds measured from the horizontal and vertical
proximity probe placed below the rotor.
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6.5 Rotor Orbits
The time-domain x-y signals of the proximity probes on the front and back GFJBs are used to
deduce the rotor orbit. The signals are subjected to a lowpass ﬁlter with a cutoff frequency 5x
of the fundamental (rotor speed). The mean is then subtracted from the ﬁltered signals.
Figure 6.10 – Rotor orbits measured from the (a) front, and (b) back bearings at 30 krpm.
Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the orbits at the front and back bearings at 25 and 37.5 krpm respec-
tively. The orbits were clear of any signs of subsynchronous vibrations, hence conﬁrming the
observations of the waterfall plots. The front bearing had smaller orbits compared to the back
bearing, which is a result of the imbalance response. The maximum orbit observed beyond
resonance is of 20 μm at maximum speed of 37.5 krpm.
Figure 6.11 – Rotor orbits measured from the (a) front, and (b) back bearings at 37.5 krpm.
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6.6 Liftoff Speed Identiﬁcation
The rotor liftoff speed is deﬁned as the speed necessary to produce enough pressure to
completely carry the rotor’s weight, at which the friction torque inside the bearing is minimal.
It is also signals the beginning of the hydrodynamic lubrication regime. As the current state
of the test-rig does not allow the direct torque measurement, coast down tests are used to
measure the minimum torque speeds. The rotor-bearing system is described as follows:
(
Jrot + Jmot + Jcoup
)
ω˙= TFB +TREB +Twindage (6.1)
Where Jrot is the test rotor inertia, Jmot is the electric motor rotor inertia, Jcoup is the coupling
inertia, ω˙ system deceleration, TFB is friction torque of the two GFJBs, TREB is friction torque
of the electric motor’s roller element bearings, and Twindage is the windage loss of the motor.
Rotor speed coast down is plotted versus time, and numerically differentiated producing the
deceleration ω˙. The total rotor inertia is calculated from CAD. The product of the deceleration
and the inertia yields the friction torque of the complete rotor assembly. Plotting the friction
torque versus the corresponding rotational speed yields the Stribeck curve. However, and in
order to identify the friction torque of the GFJBs alone, the same coast down test is done for
the electric motor alone and the equation of motion becomes:
Jmot ω˙= TREB +Twindage (6.2)
Consequently, the roller element bearings friction torque and the windage losses inside the
electric motor are quantiﬁed for the full operational speed range. TREB and Twindage are
substituted into equation 6.1 to yield the friction torque of the two GFJBs.
Figure 6.12 shows the GFJBs friction torque versus the instrumented rotor speed. Two local
minima are observed at 13.1 and 21.3 krpm, the two points corresponds to the liftoff speeds of
the back and front bearings respectively. The front bearing is more challenging for liftoff due
to the inﬂuence of the mechanical coupling.
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Figure 6.12 – Friction torque as a function of rotational speed.
6.7 Gas Film Pressure Measurement
The pressure measurements are streamed and clocked simultaneously with the proximity
measurements and the analog trigger signal. The pressures were measured at a constant light
load (rotor weight), but at different rotational speeds up to 37.5 krpm. The pressure signals are
ensemble averaged at steady state conditions. Following that, the raw signal is converted from
volt to bar and subjected to the corresponding transfer function developed in chapter 3 for
signal reconstruction. Consequently, the reconstructed signals are corrected for the effect of
centrifugal force as quantiﬁed in ﬁgure 3.6.
As highlighted in chapter 3, the reconstructed signal is sensitive to the number of harmonics
below a certain threshold. In order to ensure that the measured signals are reconstructed
beyond this threshold, a sensitivity analysis is performed at which signals are reconstructed at
using different number of harmonics - ﬁgure 6.13. It is found that the signal is highly sensitive
to the number of harmonics up to 6, beyond that increasing harmonics does not bring further
information to the measured proﬁle.
The instrumented rotor was placed in a position where one probe is located at z = 0, and a
second probe is located at z = -0.5. Figure 6.14 shows the measured proﬁles at 15, 25, 30, and
37.5 krpm. The ﬂuid ﬁlm pressure is increasing with the rotational speed potentially due to
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Figure 6.13 – Pressure proﬁle evolution with increasing number of harmonics used in signal
reconstruction. Increasing the number of harmonics used in the signal reconstruction beyond
6 does not bring further improvement to the reconstructed signal.
the centrifugal growth of the rotor, as well as the increasing rotor orbit that grows by 120%
between 20 krpm and 37.5 krpm. The pressure proﬁles at the bearing center are larger in
magnitude than the proﬁles at z = -0.5 - ﬁgure 6.15. The measured proﬁles are not adopting
a smooth bell-shaped pressure proﬁle probably due to the signiﬁcant lack of circularity of
the bearing under investigation. Instead, ﬁve pressure peaks are observed both at z = 0, and
-0.5,. The peaks in pressure match in position for the proﬁles measured at z = 0, and -0.5, it
is worth noting here that the proﬁles are measured with different probes, and reconstructed
using different transfer functions. Hence, yielding further conﬁdence in the measurement and
the signal reconstruction. Subambient pressure is observed only near the trailing edge of the
top foil at 15, and 25 krpm.
The two measured proﬁles are used to estimate the bearing load. The proﬁle measured at z =
-0.5 is assumed to be equal to the proﬁle at z = 0.5 (symmetric assumption). By integrating the
pressure ﬁeld a load of 6.8 N is estimated, which is approximately 70% of the fraction of rotor
weight acting on the bearing. Given the large interpolations involved in this procedure, as well
as the optimistic symmetric assumption, the result was found satisfactory.
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Figure 6.14 – GFJB pressure proﬁles measured at at different rotational speeds at (a) z = 0, and
(b) z = -0.5. Refer to ﬁgure 6.2 for reference coordinates.
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Figure 6.15 – Comparison of pressure proﬁles measured at z = 0, and -0.5 at different rotational
speeds.
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6.8 Model Description
A validation attempt is presented through the use of the foil bearing model proposed by Kim
and San Andrés [129], and adopted by Schiffmann and Spakovszky [115]. The model adopts
the frequency domain method; hence it is incapable of simulating the time domain orbit
evolution or of predicting limit cycles beyond the onset speed of instability. The model solves
the compressible Reynolds equation using the perturbation method of Lund [130]. Small
perturbations around an eccentric rotor are introduced to yield partial differential equations
for the zeroth and ﬁrst order pressure perturbations. The partial differential equations are
solved using the ﬁnite element method of Faria and San Andrés [131] and Faria [132]. Inte-
gration of the zeroth order pressure ﬁeld yields the static force components for a given static
eccentricity. The integration of the ﬁrst order terms of the pressure ﬁeld determines the direct
and the cross-coupled stiffness and damping coefﬁcients. The bearing parameters simulated
are summarized in table 6.1. The model is also capable of simulating the effect of shimming
(local disturbance of the circularity of the bearing). The position and height of the shim are
given as input to the model.










Ambient Pressure [kPa] 101.325
6.9 Model Validation Attempt
Comparing the measured and estimated pressure proﬁles at the bearing center - ﬁgure 6.16,
a clear mismatch is observed. The model’s pressure proﬁle is of a classic bell-shaped form,
with the peak pressure towards the attitude angle. Based on the outcome of chapter 5, it
is hypthesized that this apparent mismatch is a consequence of the geometrical deviations
induced by the manufacturing process. This is also suggested supported by ﬁgure 6.3. An
attempt to match the measurements was executed using shimming patterns along the rotor
circumference in order to disturb the bearing circularity. The result of the simulation highlights
the potentials for qualitatively similar pressure proﬁles once the perfect circularity assumption
is omitted - ﬁgure6.16. The shimming pattern is described as 9, 21, and 21 μm thick shims, at
40, 270, and 320◦ from the feedline. Similar estimated pressure proﬁles were presented by Kim
and San Andres [15] for a shimmed (non-circular) GFJB.
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Figure 6.16 – Comparison of measured and predicted pressure proﬁles for circular and non-
circular GFJBs.
6.10 Bearing Loading
In an attempt to consolidate the measurement campaign, it was decided to load the GFJBs
during the pressure measurement. A simple foil under tension is wrapped around the rotor
and pulled using the loading mechanism described in chapter 2. It is worth mentioning that
such loading concept is the basis from which stemmed the compliant foil bearing technology.
Such concept was ﬁrst presented by Blok and vanRossum in 1953 [80]. Figure 6.17 shows a
photograph of the loaded instrumented rotor.
The test GFJB was loaded with 30 N, at 270◦, while rotating at 35 krpm. The pressure proﬁles
were measured at steady-state conditions. A pressure peak was observed at 280◦. In a second
attempt to validate the foil bearing model, a comparison is presented in ﬁgure xx. It can be
clearly observed that the model matches the pressure measurements with good accuracy
only at the loaded region. Similar behavior was observed by several authors [135,137,138] in
their attempt to validate their proposed models using the ﬂuid ﬁlm thickness measurement of
Ruscitto [3].
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Figure 6.17 – Photograph of the instrumented rotor supported on GFJBs and loaded using a
simple foil under tension.
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Figure 6.18 – Loaded pressure proﬁle measured at 35 krpm and 30 N in the middle of the GFJB
and compared to the model predicted pressure proﬁle.
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6.11 Chapter Conclusions
The chapter presented results of an experimental measurement campaign focused on GFJBs.
The bearing characteristics under investigation were identiﬁed using geometrical measure-
ments, load-displacement tests, and preload estimation. The rotordynamic response of the
instrumented rotor supported on GFJBs highlighted the stable operation of the rotor, the criti-
cal speed at approximately 9 krpm, and the growing rotor orbit. The liftoff speed is estimated
to be 21 and 13 krpm for the front and back bearings respectively.
The measured pressure proﬁles within the ﬂuid ﬁlm are not adopting a classical bell-shaped
proﬁle at light loading condition (9 N). A comparison between the foil bearing model of
Schiffmann and Spakovszky [115] highlighted large discrepancy between measurement and
simulation at these conditions. After loading the bearing by 30 N at 35 krpm, the comparison
between the model and the measurements were in a very good agreement at the loaded region
of the bearing. It is concluded that given the nature of compliant foil bearings, lightly loaded
ﬂuid ﬁlm measurements are difﬁcult to match using foil bearing models due to the high level
of uncertainty resulting mainly from manufacturing and misalignment errors. The inﬂuence




This thesis presented pressure proﬁle measurements within the gas ﬁlm of EPGJBs and GFJBs.
After describing the test rig used in this experimental campaign, an instrumented rotor design
was presented. The rotor is equipped with embedded pressure probes and a wireless telemetry
system. The remote mounting of the pressure transducers within the embedded probes
distorts the measured signal through attenuation and phase lag. Special effort was dedicated
to the system identiﬁcation and calibration of the probes. At quasi-static conditions the
measured signal from the probe matches the pressure proﬁle measured through an EPGJB
equipped with pressure taps that covers the bearing circumference. At rotating conditions, the
probes were identiﬁed by a transfer function, which is later used to reconstruct the distorted
signal. The instrumented rotor was tested up to 37.5 krpm on EPGJBs.
The instrumented rotor was used to investigate the performance of EPGJBs equipped with
pressure taps capable of measuring the axial and circumferential pressure proﬁles. The
measured pressure proﬁles were used to validate the model of Lo et al. [70]. The effects of
manufacturing errors in the supply nozzles and the clearance were highlighted through the
measurement, and conﬁrmed through the model. The empirical discharge coefﬁcient model
developed by Belforte et al. [1] did not match the measured mass ﬂow rates through the
bearing’s micro supply nozzles. The inadequacy of the discharge coefﬁcient model along with
manufacturing deviations due to the ﬁnite tolerance ﬁelds were the reason behind a mismatch
in measured and estimated load capacity. The instrumented rotor conﬁrmed the imperfection
of the bearing under investigation through a complete pressure ﬁeld measurement. The effect
of the rotational speed increased the pressure along the circumference due to the centrifugal
growth of the rotor.
A review of the available knowledge in the fabrication of foil bearings was presented. It was
shown that the available know-how is not sufﬁcient for the accurate manufacturing of foil
bearings. The bump foil compliance was shown to be sensitive to the bump angle and radius,
even for small errors of bump geometry (5% error in compliance for each 1% error in bump
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radius). A manufacturing procedure was selected using forming dies adopting the overall
curvature of the bump foil. Due to the complexity of the bump foil shape, an optical mea-
surement technique was developed for the purpose of the detailed geometrical measurement
of the formed bump foils. Consequently, a DoE approach was used to identify the effect of
heat treatment temperature, duration, and forming pressure on the foil springback. A FE
model was developed to simulate the forming process of the foil inside the die. Manufacturing
uncertainties manifested as springback were quantiﬁed statistically, and different compliant
structures were investigated from a manufacturing perspective.
The instrumented rotor and the manufactured GFJBs were then used in an experimental mea-
surement campaign. The GFJB characteristics under investigation were identiﬁed using geo-
metrical measurements, load-displacement tests, and preload estimation. The rotordynamic
response of the instrumented rotor supported on GFJBs highlighted the stable operation of the
rotor, the critical speed at approximately 9 krpm, and the growing rotor orbit due to imbalance.
The liftoff speed is estimated to be 21 and 13 krpm for the front and back bearings respectively.
The measured pressure proﬁles within the ﬂuid ﬁlm did not adopt a classical bell-shaped
proﬁle. A comparison between the foil bearing model of Schiffmann and Spakovszky [115]
highlighted large discrepancy between measurement and simulation at light loads. However, a
much better agreement was found for loaded pressure proﬁles, precisely at the loaded region
of the bearing.
7.2 Deductions
The observations of the experimental campaigns presented in this thesis created a foundation
for several deductions.
The currently adopted manufacturing techniques used in the fabrication of foil bearings
yield inaccurate foil bearing geometries, which as a consequence affects the local bearing
clearance (circularity), and compliance. It was found that even with the observed manufac-
turing inaccuracies, the foil bearings were able to perform in a stable manner (no signiﬁcant
subsynchronous vibrations) at least up to 37.5 krpm. Hence, it can be deduced that there is
no need for highly accurate rotor manufacturing with tight tolerances. The rotors used in the
experimental campaigns had diameters within ± 1 μm, which is deemed unnecessary given
the large deviations in the GFJB diameters ± 150 μm. The geometrical deviations inﬂuence
the performance of the manufactured bearing, it is therefore found necessary to test each
manufactured GFJB before system integration and assembly. Cantilever type foil bearing
exhibit the potentials for higher accuracy manufacturing.
Unlike rigid journal bearings, and given the the intrinsic compliance of GFJBs, the clearance is
a rather murky concept. However, the concept of preload pressure estimation is more robust.
It is suggested to identify GFJBs by preload instead of assembly clearance. Higher preload
entails a higher stability threshold, on the expense of higher startup torque, and higher risks
of thermal seizures. Applications requiring high speed operations, with a low number of
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intermissions (start-stop) shall adopt highly preloaded GFJBs. On the other hand applications
with a relatively low speed, and a signiﬁcant number of intermissions, would rather require a
low level of preload.
Manufacturing plays a pivotal role in the performance of EPGJBs. Observing the measured
pressure ﬁeld within the gas ﬁlm of the bearing, it was found non-symmetric, and skewed.
Such imperfections affects the bearing properties both statically (load carrying capacity), and
dynamically (critical speed, and stability). It is important for the designer to account for these
imperfections through an appropriate factor of safety.
The stiffness of GFJBs is mainly governed by the stiffness of the underlying compliant structure
(bump, cantilever beam), which is approximately an order of magnitude lower than the
stiffness of the gas ﬁlm (once established). Hence, the critical speed of the rotor is expected at
relatively low speeds. Therefore, even at the case of an intermittent touch down (boundary or
mixed lubrication), the critical speed could be crossed even with a high amplitude dynamic
response.
The observed mismatch at light loading between the measured pressure proﬁles within the
gas ﬁlm of GFJBs and the numerically estimated proﬁles in chapter 6 can be attributed to
several points:
1. The lack of circularity of the foil bearing. A fundamental assumption in the model is a
fully circular bearing.
2. The light loading of the foil bearing that pollutes the pressure proﬁle.
3. The potentials for misalignment that would load the GFJBs at locations other than the
weight load direction.
4. The increasing rotor orbit due to unbalance, which is not taken into account in the
simulation.
5. The use of three bump foil pads, with a change in bump pitch between foils, that would
locally decrease compliance.
6. The unequal distribution of compliance along the bearing circumference due to bump
foil manufacturing errors.
By tackling the second point and loading the bearing, a more pronounced pressure proﬁle
was observed. The model results in that case were in good agreement with the measurements
at the loaded region in the bearing. Loading the bearing creates a pressure peak that is larger
in magnitude than the other potential sources of measurement uncertainty. It is concluded
that ﬂuid ﬁlm measurements in foil bearings manufactured using current manufacturing
techniques -namely sheet metal forming- will require a signiﬁcant load in order to produce
data valuable for model validation and development purposes.
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7.3 Impact and Relevance
The scientiﬁc and engineering outputs of this thesis extend the understanding of gas foil
bearings, which in turn paves the way for the future exploitation of the technology to support
more challenging machineries. Validating foil bearing models will enable a a better under-
standing of the different physical phenomena governing the performance of the bearings.
Falsifying other foil bearing models would highlight ﬂaws in methodology, assumptions, and
simpliﬁcations. The measurements also serve as a platform to develop models and to identify
the necessary level of details (model complexity) required for the accurate simulation of the
physics. Discussing the manufacturing of foil bearings serves as a guide for designers and
engineers aiming to adopt this peculiar technology in their machines.
Due to their simplicity, and facultative maintenance requirements, foil bearings can enable
technologies to support deep space exploration and planetary settlements. The nuclear and
solar driven closed-loop Brayton cycle is an example of these technologies [139]. At the other
end of the spectrum, foil bearings can also enable cheap energy conversion machines for
emerging markets. Incorporating foil bearings to support aircraft engines will increase power
density, and consequently decrease carbon emissions [140]. The technology is capable of
supporting decentralized cogeneration energy production, which when coupled with smart
grid and IoT technologies yield a sustainable and futuristic perspective of energy exploitation.
7.4 Future Work
The results of this thesis paves the road for future fundamental gas bearing research addressing
both EPGJBs and GFJBs. The future work involves experimental and modeling efforts, which
together shall eventually bring closure to several open issues.
The recommended future work on GFJBs includes:
1. Integrating embedded gap and a temperature sensors along with the pressure probes
within the instrumented rotor for the simultaneous measurement of the pressure, tem-
perature, and ﬁlm thickness. The measured ﬁlm thickness shall be used as input for foil
bearing models. The resulting pressure and temperature proﬁles shall be fairly com-
pared to the measurements. Such approach would be considered an accurate validation
procedure for any foil bearing model.
2. Loading and heating the bearing during measurements the ﬂuid ﬁlm measurement
would yield further insight into the foil bearing performance.
3. Exciting the instrumented rotor using shakers or onboard stingers in order to measure
ﬂuid ﬁlm data at different excitation frequencies for a given rotor speed.
4. Developing other techniques for pressure and temperature measurements within the
gas ﬁlm of GFJBs from the top foil side.
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5. More efforts shall be exerted to produce more accurate and robust manufacturing of
compliant GFJBs.
6. The instrumented rotor shall be used to investigate ﬂuid ﬁlm data within GFJBs of
different shapes and features (e.g. grooved, externally pressurized, and controllable foil
bearings)
The recommended future work on EPGJBs includes:
1. Further research should be directed towards the development of more universal dis-
charge coefﬁcient models, which includes micro-holes ( ≤ 0.1 mm), and large l/d
restrictors.
2. Identifying the ideal manufacturing techniques to manufacture micro supply nozzles
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